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PREFACE

What follows is a sustained reflection on images, taking that term in its 
widest compass, and on the kinds of knowledge uniquely opened up by their experi-
ence. Throughout this book, the concept of the image (imago, eikōn) is distinguished 
from (though not opposed to) its historically and materially contingent instantiation 
as “picture” (Gk. eidolon; Lat. pictura; Ger. Gemälde, Kunstbild), that is, an artifact 
designed to produce an optical illusion of sorts or simulate an extraneous object or 
scene. Whereas the eidolon rests on a logic of illusion or simulation, with the picture 
substituting itself for “its” object, talk of an image or icon presupposes an awareness 
of the ontological difference between the visible image and what it brings into our 
presence. Being squarely focused on the latter, this book is not, at least not primarily, 
concerned with pictorial techniques and their historical permutation. Rather, it 
means to explore the ontological status of images, as well as the hermeneutic chal-
lenges posed by their multilayered (visual, affective, reflective, and articulate) experi-
ence. Hence, even as the readings and arguments here advanced frequently draw on 
conceptual models and individual accounts developed by art history, this study is  
not conceived as an intervention in that discipline but, at most, as a reflection sup-
plemental to it. The same can be said of the book’s complementary relation to other 
fields of humanistic inquiry, including phenomenology, philosophical and theo-
logical aesthetics, and literary studies. All of these pursuits rely, often unwittingly, on 
an implicit understanding of visuality and our complex and subtly creative response 
to the myriad images in which our ambient world continually gives itself to us.

During the years I worked on this book, it became gradually more apparent how 
profoundly images and their experience are implicated in both metaphysical realism 
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and modern phenomenology. As regards the former, this book primarily draws on 
Plato’s metaphysics, as articulated in his later writings, which by many twists and 
turns ended up informing both the long Neoplatonist tradition and a great deal  
of Christian writing from its very beginnings all the way to the present. Though 
never a seamless and uncomplicated affair, the relationship between the Platonism 
and Christian theology extending from pseudo-Dionysius to Nicholas of Cusa all  
the way to writers such as Hans Urs von Balthasar in our time nevertheless exhibits 
some fundamental points of convergence, specifically as regards the unique capacity 
of images for mediating noncontingent, metaphysical truths. Hence, in what fol- 
lows my concern is not with the image as an artifact contingently fashioned so as to 
convey discrete anthropomorphic meanings in mimetic or illusionist, pictorial form; 
nor for that matter is it the image understood as the material correlate of value- 
neutral perception or formal-aesthetic connoisseurship such as it flourished in the 
later Renaissance and in eighteenth-century philosophical aesthetics. Rather, my 
focus is on the image as a medium, a fulcrum of truth that by its very nature tran-
scends the fluctuating affective states and epistemic concerns of its finite beholder. 
The principal hypothesis, to be probed in a variety of historical contexts, traditions 
of inquiry, and genres of writing, runs something like this: wherever we perceive or-
ganized visible form as an image we have become aware of how the order of the 
visible is always ontologically—or, more precisely, analogically—linked to a numi-
nous, and as such invisible, domain. For ultimately, it is that domain which consti-
tutes both the image’s true source and the proper telos to which it orients its beholder. 
Simply (perhaps too simply) put, it is in and through the medium of the image that 
Being (Sein) manifests itself to human experience as something incontrovertibly real 
and intrinsically good, which is to say, not as a fleeting aggregation of optical “data” 
but as logos.

Such a formulation, hazarded in the intellectual and cultural situation of today’s 
anthropocentric humanities, may well scandalize, as indeed it should, with its un- 
repentant openness to metaphysical questions and its implicit rejection of a herme-
neutics of suspicion in favor of a phenomenology and hermeneutics of constructive 
discernment. As for the plausibility of my argument or, if the phrase be still permit-
ted, its truth-value, that naturally depends on whether the interpretations marshaled 
on its behalf will be judged persuasive. Time will tell. For now, suffice it to say that 
the hypothesis developed throughout this book approaches the image as the medium 
through which we are presented with a noncontingent and nonpropositional type of 
knowledge. To close in on what specifically such knowledge consists of, three levels—
metaphysics, phenomenology, and hermeneutics—have to be constantly kept in play. 
Drawing generously and gratefully on a wide array of arguments and insights con-
cerning images offered from within multiple humanistic disciplines, this study es-
chews methodical (let alone professional) allegiance to any one of them. Instead, the 
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objective throughout is to scrutinize the ontological place of images, the phenome-
nology of their experience, and the way that such experience came to be successively 
articulated in philosophical, theological, and literary writing from Plato to Rilke. 

In the course of some twenty-five hundred years, the dynamics of what Husserl 
calls “image-consciousness” (Bildbewußtsein), however enigmatic and resistant to 
conceptualization, had time and again emerged as a flashpoint for philosophical, 
theological, and literary writing. In spite of such difficulties, the originally Platonic 
surmise never faded: namely, that visual intuition and a focused articulation of its 
import are altogether indispensable for human beings to achieve orientation in the 
world; furthermore, that the order of image and word, though ontologically distinct 
from one another, are not incommensurable (as Lessing, for one, had claimed); and, 
finally, that orders of logos and appearance are essentially complementary and mu- 
tually constitutive. For in its essence, all appearance is, potentially, a case of mani-
festation. By contrast, to discredit the visible as mere deception or illusion amounts 
but to a secondary and contingent judgment—aimed not at what appears but at no-
tions we may have (often mistakenly) formed about it. To entertain this quintessen-
tially Realist hypothesis of the visible as the manifestation of its invisible source 
necessarily means rejecting, or at least suspending, the deterministic axioms and re-
ductionist methodologies that for several decades have been increasingly, and some-
times carelessly, embraced by humanistic inquiry. In fact, human cognition is far too 
complex in its formal and affective bearings, and far too rich in its implications, as  
to accommodate itself to an analytic parsing of propositions or a historicist retrieval 
of its material “determinants” and discursive contexts. 

Even less plausible would be attempts to “explain” the intuitive depth and force 
of visual experience by means of naturalistic algorithms about neurological input-
output ratios. Like D. B. Hart, whose hard-hitting polemic in this regard I fully en-
dorse, I consider the latter approach a monumental category error and a lamentable 
relapse into a quasi-Spinozist “mechanical monism.” At the very least, one ought to 
pause at the wholly question-begging manner in which such explanatory schemes 
reduce consciousness to “an emergent result or epiphenomenon of unguided physical 
events,” and by default supplant the very concept of significant experience, including 
the experience of images, with a wholly contentless and invariant concept of bio-
chemical processes.1  

By contrast, Plato, John of Damascus, and Husserl, to name but a few, always  
understood that any inquiry into the nature of images presupposes that the visible 

1.  Hart 2013, 162; there being “an absolute qualitative abyss between the objective facts of 
neurophysiology and the subjective experience of being a conscious self,” it follows that “electro-
chemical events are not thought, even when they may be inseparably associated with thoughts” 
(157, 159). For a critique of similarly reductionist tendencies in “contextualism” or some version of 
New Historicism, see Gordon 2014. 
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form in question is experienced as an image. It is the distinctive “appresentation” 
(Husserl) of the visible world in the medium of the image that allows us to speak of 
“experience” (Erlebnis) in the first place. For insofar as a muddy stream of optical 
data indifferently traverses our gaze and ends up imperceptibly percolating into con-
sciousness, there is as yet no proper warrant for speaking of experience at all, or for 
that matter of consciousness. For that to happen, experience must be suffused by a 
palpable excess—both as regards the distinctive nature of the phenomenon giving 
itself to our gaze and the quality of attention it elicits in the beholder. Put differently, 
unlike garden-variety acts of “perception” (Wahrnehmung), the “experience” (Erleb-
nis) of an image properly so called constitutes a distinctive “event” (Ereignis). Here 
the visible does not so much “fulfill” (erfüllen) as exceed the intentionality with 
which we approach it. In so doing, the image that, in Jean-Luc Marion’s phrase, is 
“characterized by an excess of intuition, and thus of givenness, over the intention, the 
concept, and the aim” does not yield “information” of a discursive and notional kind 
but, instead, issues in what in an astute turn of phrase G. M. Hopkins calls an “in-
comprehensible certainty.”2 A decade earlier, Hopkins’s onetime spiritual adviser,  
J. H. Newman, had used the term “certitude” to characterize this intuitive fusion of 
sight and insight, which by its very nature exceeds the explanatory scope and au-
thority of available conceptual schemes and methods. 

Undergirding this book as a whole is this numinous event of “super-abundant 
[überzähliges] Dasein” made manifest in the medium of the image and consum-
mated “in our saturated gaze, in our speechless heart [im überfüllteren Blick und im 
sprachlosen Herzen],” as Rilke was to put it. Contrary to the by now commonplace, 
not to say complacent, distinction between metaphysical, “premodern” frameworks 
and the professed anti- or indeed postmetaphysical habits of post-Kantian inquiry, a 
philosophically and theologically informed study of visual experience strongly sug-
gests that image-consciousness is essentially and indelibly entwined with metaphys-
ics and, thus, resists conceptual or otherwise determinative reflection. Yet while 
making that case more fully, the final section of the introduction below also cautions 
that such a sweeping claim must guard against mystical obfuscation and free-floating 
speculation. Whatever claims are to be advanced about the transformative encounter 
with the visible image must always be borne out in phenomenological description 
and hermeneutic practice. This complementarity of metaphysics, phenomenology, 
and hermeneutics will subsequently be developed further in the book’s first two 
chapters, which take up the concept of the image in Platonic and early Christian 
thought, respectively. 

Considering how from their very beginnings—in the cave paintings found at 
Lubang Jeriji Saléh (Borneo), Chauvet (France), or Teruel (Spain)—images have  

2.  Marion 2008, 33.
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always straddled the borders between cult object, religious symbol, and illusory  
artifact, any accounting for their historical constancy and enduring appeal ought to 
begin with a phenomenological description of our shifting response to them. In his 
magisterial 1989 study, David Freedberg thus thought it “clear that the basic divi-
sions would have to be by classes of response rather than by classes of images.”3 By 
contrast, a glance at the titles of chapters 3 through 8 in the present study might ini-
tially suggest that it has reverted to an older, quasi-Linnéan system of formal classifi-
cations. In fact, the conceptual grid organizing the chapters (e.g., forensic, liturgical, 
epiphanic) does not propose an objective categorization of certain kinds of images 
but, instead, seeks to highlight their specific cognitive function. At the same time the 
present argument also moves beyond functionalism by conceiving the encounter of 
image and consciousness as a unique type of “event” (Ereignis), one whose deeper 
significance cannot be contained by a vocabulary of sharply demarcated pictorial 
functions and kinds of intentionality. For what transpires or “eventuates” in the  
encounter of consciousness and image, what is partially unveiled or disclosed, are 
noncontingent, metaphysical truths that categorically exceed the purview of any 
given conceptual scheme and methodological protocol, and which consequently  
can be limned only in the form of phenomenological description and hermeneutic 
reflection. 

It is for this reason that, starting with the introduction, this book attempts to  
secure its claims inductively by proceeding from focused interpretations of specific 
images and of writings alternately unfolding an image theory or sifting the import of 
a particular visual experience. Above all, what follows is a work of hermeneutics—
variously philosophical, theological, art historical, and literary in its bearings, yet al-
ways in focused dialogue with a complex tradition comprising many voices, each of 
which begs, first and foremost, to be listened to rather than dominated by critical 
methods of our own devising. Like all dialogue, hermeneutic practice hinges on our 
capacity for patient, undesigning attention and our generous responsiveness to the 
unfathomable eloquence of forms, both visual and verbal, wherein being discloses 
itself to us. Put differently, unlike the hermeneutics of suspicion or “critique” that has 
arguably proven the Enlightenment’s most vexing and ambivalent legacy, the ap-
proach cultivated throughout this study amounts less to a method than an ethos. 
Rather than premise that phenomena and their experience must be conformed to, 
and redeemed by, conceptual schemes of our own devising, a hermeneutics of dis-
cernment views the phenomenon as the site where the logos—the good and the 
true—is always offering itself, is extended toward us as a gift whose fulfillment, how-
ever, requires nothing less than our utmost powers of discernment. At bottom,  
all thinking originates in such listening, beholding, and responding to the “calling” 

3.  Freedberg 1989, xxi.
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(kalein) of the visible, experienced as mediating the true and, consequently, also as 
“beautiful” (to kalon). 

And yet, our encounter with appearance always entails an element of “crisis” 
(Gk. krinein). We constantly struggle to disentangle what is contingently, albeit con-
spicuously, visible in appearance from its noncontingent, per se invisible import or 
truth. Every encounter with an image carries within it the possibility of epistemic 
error and idolatrous confusion, which are bound to leap to the fore the very instant 
when the beholder fails to distinguish between appearance-of and appearance-as. 
Still, the predicament cannot be avoided in the way Descartes had famously pro-
posed, namely, by summarily discrediting appearance as inherently deceptive. For to 
do so would preemptively disenchant the phenomenon, denude it of its gift charac-
ter, its power of mediating, manifesting, and revealing the true. To open ourselves to 
the presence of the phenomenon, to attend to it, endure it, and thus allow it to crys-
tallize into an image that temporarily envelops us in an “incomprehensible certainty” 
rather than contingent and fallible “proof,” necessarily means taking a risk. To be-
hold an image, in other words, is ultimately to encounter ourselves, less as epistemic 
than as moral agents. Starting out on this note, and in keeping with the inductive ap-
proach followed throughout this study, the introduction opens by considering a mo-
ment in Dostoevsky’s The Idiot, which presents us with a vivid parable of the abyss of 
meaning opened up by a failed, idolatrous gaze and a more successful, though acutely 
risk-fraught iconic vision. 

The beginnings of this book date to an Andrew W. Mellon postdoctoral seminar 
on the history of the image that I coorganized with David Womersley (Oxford Uni-
versity) at the National Humanities Center in 2013 and, the year after, in Berlin. The 
many fruitful and congenial exchanges with the seminar participants at the time im-
pressed on me the exceptionally rich and variegated, as well as daunting, dimensions 
of the topic. As I continued to grapple with how to structure a book on the subject of 
images and the distinct forms of knowledge arising from their experience, a stroke of 
good luck intervened when I was invited to join two weeklong seminars on the topic 
“Image as Theology” sponsored by the University of Notre Dame, King’s College, 
and the Manfred Lautenschläger Foundation in London during the unsettled “Brexit” 
summer of 2016 (betokening worse upheavals soon to come) and then again a year 
later in Rome. The many conversations at these meetings, further enriched by excur-
sions to local museums and churches, proved invaluable for clarifying the intentions 
for my still evolving book. I am particularly grateful to Ben Quash, Mark McInroy, 
Robin Jensen, and Judith Wolfe for their constructive input and their numerous sug-
gestions of further reading and art historical materials.

Since then, exchanges with other colleagues have continued to inspire and focus 
my thinking and writing. I am especially indebted to John Betz, James Simpson, Fr. 
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Thomas Joseph White, and Judith Wolfe for their counsel on some of the theological, 
historical, and philosophical aspects of the present argument. Closer to home, I have 
for many years had the good fortune of extended, searching conversation with 
learned and brilliant colleagues about all manner of books and ideas relevant to this 
project. For their intellectual and personal comradeship, I particularly thank David 
Aers, Sarah Beckwith, Kavin Rowe, Stanley Hauerwas, Paul Griffiths, and Tom Fer-
raro. A very special debt of gratitude goes to Reinhard Hütter. In our weekly conver-
sations, for several years held in our home offices and, as a result of the current 
pandemic, during socially distanced strolls around the neighborhood, Reinhard has 
been the very embodiment of intellectual friendship: unfailingly generous with his 
inexhaustible learning while also gently probing my ongoing attempts at clarifying 
my book’s conceptual architecture and overall objectives. Another word of thanks 
goes to Stephen Little for his generous and effective guidance of the book from its 
very beginnings; like so many authors who have had the good fortune of working 
with Stephen at the University of Notre Dame Press, I was sad to see him leave his 
position, and I wish him well in his new endeavors. Also, I thank Heidi Madden and 
Lee Sorensen at Duke Libraries for sharing their expertise and helping to resolve ob-
scure queries concerning library matters and image permissions over the past couple 
of years. A generous grant from Duke’s Arts & Sciences Research Council helped 
cover costs associated with image rights and reproduction of images and is hereby 
gratefully acknowledged. 

Without question my most extensive intellectual debt is to my many students  
for their unflagging engagement and perceptive questioning of readings and argu-
ments I first tried out in various undergraduate and graduate seminars. Whether it  
was a text by Plato, Dionysius, or Maximus, or a poem by Goethe, Hopkins, or Rilke,  
or various permutations of modern phenomenology, my students’ persistent, fittingly 
Socratic questioning did much to help sharpen and clarify many of the arguments 
that have since found their way into this book. In so doing, they continually deep-
ened my love of learning and taught me most of what I know. One of them deserves 
special mention. During the “plague year” of 2020, Aaron Ebert generously agreed to 
a first copyediting of the entire manuscript, a daunting task he discharged altogether 
brilliantly. Aside from paying meticulous attention to philological, stylistic, and for-
matting issues, Aaron also queried occasional turns of argument and in so doing 
helped me clarify it on multiple occasions. He truly embodies everything that over 
the past decade has made teaching in Duke’s Divinity School such a rewarding ex- 
perience for me. Thanks are also due to Sheila Berg for her efficient and careful final 
review of the manuscript.

The final push toward finishing this book happened over the past twelve months, 
which for people all over the world have brought insecurity, isolation, and often  
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suffering and agonizing loss to an extent not seen in several generations. If ever  
the work of reading, writing, and teaching has felt like a privilege and a refuge, it has 
been during this past year. And even though personal loss also intruded, my daugh-
ters and my wife, Sandra Cotton, have been an inexhaustible source of love, hope, 
and joy. 

Durham, NC
 July  2021
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INTRODUCTION
Writing the Image

Can something that has no image come as an image? . . . In my room a 
little lamp is always lighted before the icon at night—the light is dim and 
negligible, but nevertheless you can see everything.

—Ippolit, in Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Idiot

READING

Ippolit’s stray observation about the Christ icon, found in his “Testament” half- 
way through Dostoevsky’s The Idiot (1869), throws into relief an issue that is of con-
cern throughout this book. Supposing that the “image” (obraz) is not dismissed as 
something altogether illicit—a case of deception, simulation, or an idol—can it be 
anything other, and possibly more, than one more object among countless others? 
Or is a wooden panel covered with a tenuously illuminated, painted form but an-
other entity within an economy of things and signs adventitiously fashioned and 
readily consumed? Is the image but another object rendered visible by natural light? 
Or might it be a source of light, of knowledge attainable only by way of visible medi- 
ation rather than abstract reasoning? In a book featuring in-depth discussions of sev-
eral paintings (and allusions to yet more), what are we to make of Ippolit’s surprising 
affirmation that the image has unique powers of disclosure, that it potentially allows 
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2 INC OMPREHENSIBLE CERTAINT Y

us “to see everything”?1 Does the icon merely reflect whatever “negligible” physical 
light has been shed on it, or does it have powers of manifestation that altogether 
transcend naturalistic conceptions of knowledge? And, if the latter premise were to 
be granted, is the icon but a special kind of image, or does it reveal the very essence 
of the images and, thus, show them to be ontologically distinct from mundane ob-
jects and commodities? 

As we shall find, merely to pose such questions opens up the possibility that 
human knowledge might rest on metaphysical foundations after all, foundations 
concerning which modern skeptical, critical, and naturalistic epistemologies have 
been pointedly uncurious, if not openly dismissive. In fact, if we are to inquire into 
the scope and depth of images and to scrutinize the intuitive certitude to which they 
give rise we will have to suspend, at least temporarily, our commitment (however 
dear and seemingly “natural”) to a strictly immanent frame of inquiry. As variously 
mapped by Descartes, Hume, Kant, Hegel, and modern reductionist thinkers, such a 
commitment is anchored in a cogito scrupulously detached from appearances and 
intent on mastering them by means of some universal method, even as doing so may 
come at the price of ever-increasing levels of conceptual abstraction and a conse-
quent loss of intuitive kinship with the so-called world of experience. While my aim 
in what follows is not to contest such epistemological models, neither are they to cir-
cumscribe and constrain the proposed study of images and the phenomenology of 
their experience. Rather than venture some a priori hypothesis about possible meta-
physical entanglements of human knowledge—a hypothesis likely to be shaped by 
abstract axioms of a skeptical, critical, dialectical, or naturalistic kind—let us for the 
time being continue in inductive fashion, namely, by examining how Dostoevsky’s 
novel frames for us the relation between image and cognition, seeing and ethical re-
sponsibility, epistemic claims and human love. Conceptual gains are bound to reveal 
themselves, but they will likely prove more persuasive, more concrete, more felt, if we 
allow them to arise from the concrete dynamics of a specific presentation, in this 
case Dostoevsky’s dramatic depiction of what it means to behold an image, rather 
than be introduced as abstract hypotheses up front. 

To the moribund nihilist Ippolit, who finds himself inexplicably consumed by 
metaphysical questions, the icon’s radiance is a source of both epistemic perplexity 
and spiritual reassurance. Poignantly worded, Ippolit’s remark acknowledges an in-
controvertible fact, namely, that the experience of this humble icon manifestly ex-
ceeds its material and formal cause; and it is this unresolved tension between the 
icon’s epistemic and experiential dimensions that reflects an overarching, psycho-

 1. For a discussion of painting, photography, and ekphrastic writing in The Idiot, see Brunson 
(2016), who reads the novel as “Dostoevsky’s impassioned attempt . . . to harness the power of the 
verbal and the visual in order to transcend the limits of both” (449).
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logical and spiritual disorientation at the heart of Dostoevsky’s later fiction. Dos- 
toevsky’s Idiot is structured around this fundamental antithesis between icon and 
idol, as crystallized by two images that reappear at key moments in the narrative: 
Holbein’s painting Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb (fig. I.1) and a fictional pho-
tographic portrait of the novel’s wounded heroine, Nastasya Filippovna. These con-
trasting images mark the divide between a premodern, contemplative vision and the 
modern, libidinal gaze, between apprehending the visible image as the portal to nu-
minous, invisible truths or, conversely, asserting epistemic dominion over the sub-
ject depicted. Indeed, it is tempting to map the antithesis onto a more elemental one 
between a metaphysical conception of life as truly fulfilled only in posthumous eter-
nity and a naturalistic one that defines life ex negativo as concluding, irrevocably, in 
death. Yet Dostoevsky’s juxtaposition of these two kinds of gaze blurs that antithesis 
to the point of almost, paradoxically, inverting it. Thus the pallid and fatally mangled 
body of Holbein’s Dead Christ seems to confound any prospect of his resurrection 
and the promise of eternal life it holds for humankind. By contrast, the photographic 
portrait of Nastasya (the short form for the Russian anastasia = “resurrection”) ap-
pears to be the very embodiment of triumphant and self-sufficient human life.

While the finer points of this antithetical image pairing remain to be sifted,  
we will not be able to trace in detail the many ways in which their antinomy struc-
tures Dostoevsky’s novel as a whole. Instead, let us begin by homing in on Nastasya’s 
photographic portrait, which reinforces the polarity just sketched by eliciting two di-
ametrically opposed responses. From Ganya and Rogozhin, it draws a crudely pos-
sessive, indeed hateful gaze that eventually culminates in Rogozhin murdering the 
unattainable object of his desires. By contrast, Prince Myshkin in his study of Nasta-
sya’s photographic portrait not only acknowledges her stunning beauty but also, with 
troubled empathy, picks up on an unsettling contrast of pained defiance and naive 
simplicity in her face. Under his searching gaze, the photo does not “represent” a 
physical being. It is no idolatrous substitute for her body, that fulcrum of Ganya’s and 
Rogozhin’s psychosexual coveting and loathing. Instead, by focusing so attentively 
on Nastasya’s face, the Prince apprehends her portrait as a medium or “true image” 

Figure I.1.  Hans Holbein, Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb, 1521–22. Basle, Öffentliche 
Kunstsammlung
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(vera icon) capable of unveiling contradictory truths about her and, in so doing, es-
tablishing a spiritual bond between the beholder and the human being thus made 
manifest. 

It was as if he wanted to unriddle something hidden in that face which had also 
struck him earlier. The earlier impression had scarcely left him, and now it was 
as if he were hastening to verify something. The face, extraordinary for its beauty 
and for something else, now struck him still more. There seemed to be a bound-
less pride and contempt, almost hatred, in that face, and at the same time some-
thing trusting, something surprisingly simple-hearted; the contrast even seemed 
to awaken some sort of compassion as one looked at the features. The dazzling 
beauty was even unbearable, the beauty of the pale face, the nearly hollow cheeks 
and burning eyes—strange beauty! The prince gazed for a moment, then sud-
denly roused himself, looked around, hastily put the portrait to his lips and 
kissed it. (DI 79–80; emphasis mine)

We can see here why, in Dostoevsky’s iconography, the real is never reducible to a 
representational object or to a subject’s contingent projections. Rather, it is experi-
enced (often in the medium of an image) as the distillation of life’s “most profoundly 
unbearable questions.”2 Indeed, the Prince’s study of Nastasya’s image throws into re-
lief a central motif of this book, namely, that seeing is not a case of unmasking but of 
participation, and that its ethos is one of communion between the beholder, the 
image, and what is mediated in the latter rather than of critical detachment and epi-
stemic doubt. As Rowan Williams so thoughtfully puts it, “To see the truth in some-
one is not only to penetrate behind appearances to some hidden static reality. It also 
has to be, if it is not to be destructive, a grasp of the motors of concealment, a listen- 
ing to the specific language of a person hiding himself. It is perhaps the difference 
between ‘seeing through’ someone and understanding [her].”3 With the furtive kiss 
he bestows on the portrait the Prince confirms that his reverential and empathic gaze 
seeks to discern Nastasya’s humanity in her icon. That said, the long-standing, East-
ern Orthodox practice of kissing an icon here seems strangely out of place, consid- 
ering that the image in question is a photograph rather than an icon “written” in ac-
cordance with a rich and deep iconographic tradition and that it depicts not a saint, 
let alone Christ or Mary, but a woman of altogether questionable moral and social 
standing. Most likely, these incongruities account for the Prince’s furtive veneration 
of the icon. Yet that he does so anyway shows that what he affirms is not Nastasya’s 
embattled public persona but, on the contrary, her longing for redemption, which 

 2. Gattrall 2004, 5. 
 3. Williams 2008, 51.
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her haughty demeanor cannot conceal from Myshkin. It is this invisible telos rather 
than Nastasya’s conspicuous physical presence that her portrait mediates for him. 

The second scene, early in Book II, features one of the more famous descriptions 
of a painting found in modern literature. It begins with Myshkin being received with 
consternation by his adversary Rogozhin, who proceeds to lead the Prince deep into 
the recesses of his strangely meandering, ominous home. Resembling a Kafkaesque 
burrow, the house may have been built in the ruins of a collapsed church and, 
through a web of carefully embedded allusions, is vaguely associated with the “Old 
Believers,” a schismatic group that had formed in opposition to liturgical and textual 
reforms forced through under Patriarch Nikon of Moscow beginning in 1652. Yet by 
the mid-nineteenth century, whatever spiritual fervor may have once been fomented 
in this building has been supplanted by an aura of physical violence and impending 
death. Not by accident Ippolit will later compare Rogozhin’s house to a “graveyard” 
(DI 407); and the Prince, too, immediately upon entering “felt very oppressed” (DI 
218). In contrast to various indistinct paintings “of bishops and landscapes” lining a 
reception hall, the painting hanging over a doorway into a private room immediately 
draws Myshkin’s uneasy attention, both on account of its uncommon format (“around 
six feet wide and no more than ten inches high”) and because it triggers a sense of 
déjà vu (“as if recalling something”).4 As Rogozhin eagerly points out, it is “an excel-
lent copy” of Holbein’s Dead Christ (see fig. I.1) for which someone had recently of-
fered him five hundred rubles. 

Rogozhin’s crude appraisal of the image as no more than a marketable com-
modity contrasts with its disquieting impact on the Prince, who recalls having seen 
the painting abroad and, ever since, being “unable to forget it.” Myshkin’s distressed 
response to Rogozhin’s stray and indifferent observation (“I like looking at that  
painting”) sets the stage for the Prince’s precarious meeting with his adversary: “‘At 
that painting!’ the prince suddenly cried out, under the impression of an unexpected 
thought. ‘At that painting! A man could even lose his faith from that painting!’—
‘Lose it he does,’ Rogozhin suddenly [vdrug] agreed unexpectedly [neozhidanno].” In 
ways so characteristic of Dostoevsky’s incisive psychology, the Prince’s emphatic pro-
test is yet tinged with a hint of equivocation: “‘What,’ the prince suddenly stopped. 
‘How can you! I was almost joking, and you’re so serious! And why did you ask me 
whether I believe in God?” (218; emphasis mine). An echo of his earlier “even” (“A 
man could even lose his faith”), the meaning of “almost” here is hard to parse. I take 

 4. As Dostoevsky’s wife, Anna Grigorievna, records in her memoirs, Dostoevsky chose 
to stop in Basel, where Holbein had worked as a young artist between 1519 and 1526 and again 
between 1528 and 1532, specifically to view Holbein’s Dead Christ. In the event, the painting “made 
an overwhelming impression on my husband, and he stood before it as if dumbstruck. . . . There was 
in his agitated face that expression as of fright which I had seen more than once in the first moments 
of an epileptic fit” (quoted in ID xiii). 
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it to suggest that the encounter with a painting as powerful as Holbein’s Dead Christ 
is bound to reveal the beholder’s true spiritual condition, which is not to suppose (as 
Rogozhin readily does) that the painting has the power of causing someone’s loss  
of faith. It does not. In fact, to suggest that “Holbein’s Christ lacks resurrection and 
redemption” is to overlook that the Dead Christ by definition signifies against the 
background of fifteen hundred years during which scripture, liturgy, and an evolving 
iconographic tradition had continually affirmed Christ’s resurrection by drawing on 
key episodes in the Gospels (the Last Supper, the Stations of the Cross, the Crucifix-
ion, Christ’s Deposition, the Pietà, etc.).5

Several factors speak against a mechanistic interpretation of Holbein’s painting 
as positively inducing a loss of faith. For one thing, as Robert Jackson notes, “obraz is 
the axis of beauty in the Russian language; it is ‘form,’ ‘shape,’ ‘image’; it is also the 
iconographic image, or icon—the visible symbol of the beauty of God.” Precisely this 
spiritual integrity and formal self-sufficiency of the image shows it to be imbued with 
a unique kind of agency—not causal in any efficient sense but diagnostic and revela-
tory. The image “transfigures the person who comes into contact with it.”6 At first 
blush, however, none of this seems to be borne out by the copy of Holbein’s Dead 
Christ that so viscerally unsettles Myshkin. Indeed, considered from a formal per-
spective, Holbein’s painting presents itself as “a kind of anti-icon, . . . a nonpresence 
or a presence of the negative” that strengthens its association with Rogozhin’s feral 
persona.7 As Rowan Williams reminds us, “In classical Orthodox iconography, the 
only figures shown in profile are demons and—sometimes—Judas Ischariot.” Yet 
even as Rogozhin’s Holbein copy presents us with “an image of Christ that is—in  
Orthodox terms—no image at all,” it would be misleading to say that what we see is 
but a “painting of a Christ ‘emptied of divine content.’” In fact, as Williams later 
points out, at its core the icon stages for the beholder “the coexistence of infinite 
abundance with historical limitation.”8 As such, the icon never simply affirms spiri-
tual meanings but, as any material thing marooned in a disordered world, remains 
susceptible to abuse—being trampled or spat upon, as happens elsewhere in Dosto-
evsky’s oeuvre –to trivialization, and also to illicit appropriation. To view Holbein’s 
Dead Christ as pictorial evidence of naturalism’s triumph over faith, of finitude over 
the life that Christ had said to embody (Jn 14:6) seems misguided, not least because 

 5.  “Dostoevsky uses Holbein’s iconography to morally implicate the reader in the tempting 
experience of such purely human emotions as anguish, compassion and passionate doubts about the 
possibility of Christ’s resurrection—the emotions and temptations of which Christ himself partook” 
(Meerson 1995, 208, 209).  

 6.  Jackson 1966, 47, 53. 
 7. Williams 2008, 53.
 8. Ibid., 53–54, 207.
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such an interpretation would implicitly align itself with the naturalistic and preda-
tory sensibility of the novel’s most dissolute character, Rogozhin. 

Instead, as we shall find time and again, the true aim of iconic seeing is to  
guide its beholder toward heightened self-recognition, which begins with a hum-
bling reminder concerning the utter fragility and vulnerability of the good and the 
true in us. While such spiritual self-awareness may have often eluded Dostoevsky’s 
late nineteenth-century readers, it was arguably the foundation for Holbein’s early 
fifteenth-century contemporaries. As Bätschmann and Griener note in their study  
of Holbein, the grim naturalism of the Dead Christ in no way prevented viewers at 
the cusp of the Reformation from understanding the image as “a work of piety.” Like 
Grünewald’s Isenheim Altarpiece, Holbein’s painting “sought to instill deep feelings 
of guilt and empathy. . . . ‘Martyrizing’ the feelings of the beholder through such 
graphic and repugnant details” as the clotted blood in his chest wound and the post-
mortem discoloration of bodily extremities was part of a profoundly Christ-centered 
theological aesthetic of suffering. It had risen to prominence along with new forms 
of lay piety known as the devotio moderna, which had swept across the Low Coun-
tries during the fifteenth century.9 In this context, the materiality of painting func-
tions as a metonym for Christ’s physical suffering, which in turn is visualized as an 
analogue for a self-humbling and profoundly empathetic conception of piety. 

Notably, it was Basel’s most famous citizen at the time, Erasmus, who had con-
demned the fast-spreading destruction of sacred images by that city’s increasingly 
rabid iconoclasts and, in his writings of the mid-1520s, sought to make a measured 
case for a “rational use of cult images.”10 Many of Erasmus’s arguments also surface  
in what may well be the period’s most eloquent and lucid defense of images, Thomas 
More’s Dialogue Concerning Tyndale (1528–29). Just as for More the image is truly 
itself only as a mental vision, for which words or pictures provide the necessary,  
albeit imperfect medium, so some 350 years later Dostoevsky’s art also posits “the  
inseparability of the ideal (beauty) from its incarnation (Christ).”11 To give due “rev-
erence to an image,” More had written, does not mean “fixing [one’s] final intent in 
the image” but responding to it “as the figure of the thing framed with imagination, 
and so conceived in the mind.”12 Likewise, Dostoevsky’s theological poetics traverse 
a vast “moral-aesthetic spectrum . . . [that] begins with obraz—image, the form and 
embodiment of beauty—and ends with bezobrazie—literally that which is ‘without 

 9. Bätschmann and Griener 1997, 138; though at the time Holbein was in Basel, the “city 
was a powder keg of religious and political tension,” which finally erupted on 9 February 1529 (Ash 
Wednesday), when mobs of militant iconoclast reformers stormed the city’s Cathedral and purged 
it of all images and artworks, an action the city council was forced to accept (Eire 2016, 239–41). 

 10. Bätschmann and Griener 1997, 145.
 11. Jackson 1966, 56.
 12. More 1927, 20 (Dialogue Concerning Tyndale, bk. I, ch. 2). 
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image.’” As is the case with More or mystics such as Julian of Norwich and Nicholas 
of Cusa, whose visual theology I consider later, Dostoevsky understands this condi-
tion of being “without image” as a state of disgrace and disfigurement, “a deforma-
tion, finally, of the divine image” itself.13 Notably, the Russian obraz can also mean 
“face,” which further underscores its proximity to the Orthodox icon. To be “without 
image” thus means being spiritually de-faced or inwardly disfigured, and it is this 
condition that Holbein’s painting of Christ’s mangled body exposes in Rogozhin.14 
The latter’s vacillating response shows the visible image to relate to the beholder’s in-
visible (spiritual) condition in the same way that the theological concept of figura 
(Gk. typos) is fulfilled and consummated in an ultimately imageless meaning, one 
that no beholder could ever have anticipated or intended. 

Yet even as the “imageless” (bezobrazie) condition is associated with spiritual 
disfigurement, it is not the result of an encounter with visible ugliness or corruption 
that, for Rogozhin’s naturalistic gaze, remains the only take-away from Holbein’s 
Dead Christ. The painting’s grim aspect does not cause the loss of (spiritual) beauty 
but, instead, exposes it. Hence, in the present scene, Holbein’s painting reveals 
Rogozhin’s utter incapacity for love and faith. He truly cannot see Christ’s image in 
Holbein’s painting because his gaze never advances beyond what is plainly visible. He 
thus fails to actuate the deeper meaning of the imageless, which is to access, through 
the medium of the visible, an invisible beauty and truth that can only be attained on 
a foundation of faith. While Rogozhin owns a copy of Holbein’s picture—with the 
Russian kartina emphasizing the tableau’s material nature—he is “without image” 
(bez-obraz), itself a figural expression for being faithless and disgraced. Spiritual 
beauty eludes him who can only ever see what is literally and transparently visible in 
front of him. By contrast, if “the perception of beauty is inseparable for Dostoevsky 
from the leap of faith,” apprehending the spiritual dimension of visible things, the 
iconic truth within the material picture, always requires an antecedent faith (“the 
evidence of things not seen” [Heb. 11:1]).15 Consequently, the visible image is but  
the medium that will reveal faith, or its absence, but can never causally bring about 
either condition. The point is underscored by the fact that the Holbein painting is a 
copy, with the copyist’s name not known, and that it hangs over a threshold rather 
than being placed, as an icon would be, illuminated by a candle in a corner.16 Dosto-
evsky, that is, takes care not to invest the material image with a primitive talismanic 

 13. Jackson 1966, 58. 
 14. See Gatrall 2004, 3–4; and Apollonio 2009a, which notes that, “in order to unite spirit and 

flesh,” icons in Dostoevsky’s fiction “must offer at least two levels of meaning. On the surface . . . they 
are mimetic, representing fictional characters leading their physical lives on earth, but at the same 
time they embody timeless, divine images” (29). 

 15. Jackson 1966, 38.
 16. See Apollonio 2009b, 95. 
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or magical aura, notions often unthinkingly deployed by theoreticians and historians 
of art.17 

Time and again, Dostoevsky’s narrative draws attention to this revelatory power 
of the image by stressing the “sudden” and “unexpected” turns of thought that Hol-
bein’s Dead Christ occasions both in the Prince and Rogozhin. Holbein’s unsparingly 
naturalistic depiction of Christ’s battered body subtly aligns with Rogozhin’s quite 
possibly murderous intentions vis-à-vis the Prince, whom he regards as a competi- 
tor for Nastasya Filippovna. Indeed, the wound that Christ’s Roman executioners  
inflicted with their lances, so prominently featured in Holbein’s painting, appears  
metonymically related to the fixed-blade knife with a “staghorn handle” that, in the 
preceding chapter, had prompted the Prince to question its purpose and, in turn, 
draw irritable and increasingly defensive rejoinders from Rogozhin. Meanwhile, in 
the scene just quoted, Rogozhin’s affirmation that Holbein’s dead Christ may well 
have caused those who have seen the painting to have lost their faith, voiced so “un-
expectedly” (to whom?—the reader or possibly Rogozhin himself) shows that his 
spiritual condition is on the cusp of being decided. 

The central challenge posed by Holbein’s image of the dead Christ will be ex-
pressly formulated only much later, and then not by the Christlike Myshkin but by 
his double, the committed nihilist Ippolit, who at this point also happens to be mor-
tally ill. His description of Holbein’s painting is embedded in an extended and search-
ing spiritual testament of sorts, which Ippolit reads out to various parties assembled 
at a soirée. Ippolit’s characterization of the painting makes clear just how much is at 
stake for the viewer confronting the image of the dead Christ. To be sure, at first 
glance Holbein’s unsparing pictorial naturalism offers nothing that could distract 
from Christ’s maimed physicality, as is also confirmed by Ippolit’s opening, detailed 
ekphrasis of the painting that he, too, had seen “in one of the gloomiest rooms of 
[Rogozhin’s] house.” 

This picture portrays Christ just taken down from the cross. It seems to me  
that painters are usually in the habit of portraying Christ, both on the cross and 
taken down from the cross, as still having a shade of extraordinary beauty in his 
face; they seek to preserve this beauty for him even in his most horrible suffer-
ing. But in Rogozhin’s picture there is not a word about beauty; this is in the full-
est sense the corpse of a man who endured infinite suffering before the cross, 
wounds, torture, beating by the guards, beating by the people as he carried the 
cross and fell down under it, and had finally suffered on the cross for six hours 
(at least according to my calculation). True, it is the face of a man who has only 

 17. On the uncritical use of “picture-magic,” see Freedberg 1989, 78–81.
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just been taken down from the cross, that is, retaining in itself a great deal of  
life, of warmth; nothing has had time to become rigid yet, so that the dead man’s 
face shows suffering as if he were feeling it now (the artist has caught that very 
well); but the face has not been spared in the least; it is nature alone, and truly  
as the dead body of any man must be after such torments. (DI 407–8; empha- 
sis mine)

Both Ippolit and the Prince intuitively feel the profound hermeneutic and spiri- 
tual challenge posed by Holbein’s painting, even as their responses turn out to be  
diametrically opposed. For Ippolit, the challenge can be distilled into a single, all- 
encompassing question: Can something that has no image come as an image? Can 
the visible presence of Holbein’s image positively unveil the invisible? Can it mediate 
a numinous truth, or will its flagrant naturalism and oppressive visibility invalidate 
Christ’s transcendent spiritual authority? Can the image truly disclose the divine, or 
does it only ever amount to some illicit substitution, simulation, or impersonation of 
its putative referent? 

Both for the saintly Prince and the nihilist Ippolit, responding to Holbein’s  
painting exposes a profound and seemingly insoluble hermeneutic and spiritual cri-
sis that, as evidenced by how they verbalize it, goes to the very heart of modern exis-
tence. Even for the nihilist and religious skeptic Ippolit, Holbein’s image surprisingly 
exposes the limits of a purely naturalistic worldview rather than simply reinforcing 
it. Thus, he recalls how the early Christian church had “established that Christ suf-
fered not in appearance but in reality, . . . and that his body, therefore, was fully and 
completely subject to the laws of nature” (DI 408). Hence, a strictly naturalistic view 
ought to be understood not as the end but only as the beginning of a genuine herme-
neutic engagement with Holbein’s image. Noting furthermore how the painting does 
not feature those assembled on Golgotha—“who surrounded the dead man . . . [and] 
must have felt horrible anguish and confusion”—Ippolit suspects that the painting’s 
present-day beholder will experience similar feelings of doubt and distress. For given 
that many of those present at Christ’s torture and execution had previously witnessed 
him performing miracles, also mentioned by Ippolit, his suffering and death seem 
utterly incongruous with his life. In its gruesome physicality, Christ’s maimed body 
“at once smashed all their hopes and almost their beliefs” (DI 408; emphasis mine). 
The naturalistic image of death thus stands in sharpest contrast to the transcendent 
beauty and dignity of the life that had preceded it; and it is this conflict that Holbein’s 
picture restages some fifteen hundred years later. Like those assembled at Golgotha, 
the modern beholder of Holbein’s painting will also “go off in terrible fear, though 
each carried within himself a tremendous thought that could never be torn out of 
him” (DI 409). 
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Just what that “tremendous thought” might be about emerges in four brief rec- 
ollections with which Prince Myshkin responds to Rogozhin’s religious skepti- 
cism. Yet again, the memory of “four different encounters in the last week” surfaces 
“unexpectedly [neozhidanno]” (DI 219). Holbein’s image here is complemented by 
four narrative vignettes that have the effect of bringing about a fragile communion 
between the Prince and Rogozhin. There is his brief encounter with an atheist, which 
leaves the Prince convinced that professed atheists always seem to be talking about 
something else (their own, typically undiagnosed despair?) rather than their avowed 
unbelief. Then there is the story of a man murdering his friend over something as 
trivial as a watch, though not until he has first prayed to God and sought his forgive-
ness for the deed he is about to commit. Next comes the story of a petty swindler try-
ing to sell the Prince a “silver crucifix,” which both parties know is made of cheap tin: 
“I took out twenty kopecks, gave them to him, and put the cross on at once.” As he 
does so, the Prince knowingly plays his part in this petty deception because what 
matters to him is not to “condemn this Christ-seller,” lest he fail to honor some good 
there may yet be “locked away in these drunken and weak hearts” (DI 220). The final 
scene, fleeting though full of humble spirituality, has the Prince query a young 
mother who, upon seeing her infant smile for the first time, crosses herself. Asked 
why, she responds that her response mirrors God’s who “rejoices each time he . . . 
sees a sinner standing before him and praying with all his heart” (DI 221). 

Rendered with painterly concision, each scene captures the moment where fi-
nite, sinful human beings inexplicably transcend their condition, or at least have re-
vealed their latent ability to remember and aspire to the imago Dei that is indelibly 
inscribed in them. Moreover, while the individual encounters exhibit a tableau-like, 
gestural quality, they comprise an anagogical sequence of sorts, with each successive 
scene marking an increase in spiritual purity. Cumulatively, they show that “the val-
ues of Christian love and religious faith . . . are too deep a necessity of the Russian 
spirit to be negated by his practical failure, any more than they are negated by reason, 
murder, or sacrilege.”18 The chapter closes with Rogozhin proposing that he and the 
Prince exchange crucifixes. As the Prince asks that the two embrace, Rogozhin “no 
sooner raised his arms than he lowered them again at once. He could not resolve to 

 18. Frank 2010, 582. Frank’s point is powerfully echoed by Sergius Bulgakov, who, writing in  
1916, recalls the transformative experience of seeing Raphael’s Sistine Madonna in Zwinger in Dres- 
den nearly two decades earlier, when he found himself vacillating between Marxism and Orthodoxy: 
“This was not an aesthetic emotion, no; it was an encounter, new knowledge, a miracle. . . . I 
involuntarily called this contemplation a prayer, and every morning, . . . I ran there, ‘to pray’ and to 
weep before the face of the Madonna. . . . I did not need a ‘philosophical’ idea of Divinity but a living 
faith in God, in Christ and the Church” (Bulgakov 2012b, 10).
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do it; he turned away so as not to look at the prince. . . . ‘Never fear! Maybe I did take 
your cross, but I won’t kill you for your watch!’ he murmured unintelligibly, sud-
denly laughing” (DI 223). Rogozhin’s abortive gesture of Christian brotherhood, suf-
fused with symbolic meaning, as well as his muttered words of self-recognition 
suggest that the Prince’s meditation on Holbein’s painting and on humankind’s sus-
pension between doubt and redemption has made him profoundly aware of his own 
perilous spiritual condition. 

REFLECTION

As Dostoevsky fully understood, “nothing can be more difficult than . . . to portray  
a perfectly good man.” Indeed, if “there is only one positively good figure in the 
world—Christ—so that the phenomenon of a boundlessly, infinitely good figure is 
already in itself an infinite miracle,” then Prince Myshkin categorically precludes 
those who meet him either in the novel or as its readers from identifying with his 
imago.19 Yet it does not follow that the vast majority of modern individuals strug-
gling to get ahead in our volatile and disordered world therefore resemble, as it were 
by default, the feral and homicidal Rogozhin. Far more likely, today’s predominant 
sensibility will turn out to be a version of Ippolit: alternately reluctant to affirm any 
belief in a transcendent (noncontingent) reality, presumably for fear of being deemed 
wrong, naive, and biased; or defiantly rejecting all belief, so as to mask their inward 
despair with an outward show of resolve. And yet the modern individual also resem-
bles Ippolit in this: it finds its defensive cocoon recurrently punctured by sights, such 
as Holbein’s painting, that it experiences as profoundly, albeit ineffably, meaning- 
ful. Even in a world “seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil,” Hopkins writes, 
“there lives the dearest freshness deep down things.” Time and again, that is, we find 
ourselves brought up short by fleeting moments that, requiring no external confir-
mation, ever impress themselves on us, such as when “tumbled over rim in roundy 
wells, / Stones ring” or when a kestrel soaring high above us performs its visible 
“mastery.” Such scenes infuse consciousness with a certitude at once incomprehen-
sible and indubitable, simply by dint of the formal clarity and mesmerizing pres- 

 19. Dostoevsky 1987, 262, 269–70. Still, Dostoevsky’s artistic intentions, as sketched in his 
notebooks and correspondence, evidently underwent significant change in the course of writing 
the novel itself, where “the pressure of writing is pushing [Dostoevsky’s] intention out of shape” 
(Williams 2008, 50). Thus, Myshkin appears conspicuously vague in his grasp of Orthodox theology 
and notably evasive when asked whether he believes in God, and overall quite reticent; see also 
Frank 2010, 557–63, who remarks on the constantly fluctuating “plans” for the novel and notes 
that the letter to Maikov, in which the idea of Myshkin as a “perfectly beautiful man” is mentioned, 
remains a “nebulous outline” even as the novel is well under way (quote from 562). 
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ence with which reality manifests itself in them.20 Like the character of Leo Naphta  
in Mann’s Magic Mountain, to be considered later, Ippolit’s psyche appears divided 
between a total negation of the world and instances of visual plenitude, between his 
professed nihilism, a seemingly logical if unbearable position to hold, and moments 
of intuitive fullness and clarity that echo the Platonic triad of the beautiful, the good, 
and the true. It is this internal division that renders Ippolit paradigmatic of moder-
nity’s agonized outlook on existence. Still, as the writers to be considered in part 2 of 
this study argue in a variety of ways, perched somewhere on the spectrum between 
agnosticism and skepticism the modern individual finds itself regularly unsettled by 
images that have the power to let “you see everything.” It is this “incomprehensible 
certainty” (as G. M. Hopkins calls it in a letter from 1883), this charism of the image 
as infinitely “more-than”—more than a token of private, ephemeral desire and more 
than a mere tool of representation—that fuels the 2,500-year-old philosophical and 
theological tradition that this book selectively considers. 

At the conclusion of Minding the Modern, which this study is intended to  
complement, I hinted at what I take to be a fundamental predicament of intellectual 
history over the past two centuries. On the one hand, modern subjectivity appears 
marked, indeed wounded, by a profound estrangement or “dissociation of sensi- 
bility” brought about by the rise of skeptical and naturalistic epistemologies since the 
seventeenth century. Responding to Weber’s claim that modernity’s progressive “dis-
enchantment of the world” had drained lived existence of intuition, meaning, and 
purpose, both humanistic and theological inquiry after 1918 began to sift the past for 
religious and aesthetic resources that might allow it to recover a sense of individual 
and communal flourishing. Yet in so doing, modern thought found itself daunted  
by the monumental challenge of retrieving a Christian-Platonist tradition that, as 
Coleridge for one believed, stood the best chance of healing the wounds inflicted by 
the successive regimes of theological voluntarism and nominalism, epistemological 
skepticism, and mechanist-reductionist conceptions of nature. In the event, Cole- 
ridge’s inability to complete such a synthesis of Athens and Jerusalem, Platonism and 
Christianity, in accessible and coherent form aptly illustrates the vexed condition of 
modern thought—suspended between a reductionist epistemology it cannot endure 
and a Christian-Platonist synthesis it cannot reclaim. 

Still, as writers such as Goethe, Novalis, Hölderlin, and Coleridge and some of 
their modernist heirs understood, any retrieval of the human being as a responsible 
and self-aware agent required a fusion of intuitive and rational cognition that could 
never be accomplished by ratiocinative and abstract methods alone. More varie-
gated, free-flowing, and experimental forms of writing (poetry, essays, florilegia, 
notebooks, sketches, and all kinds of “musings”) were needed to delineate what  

 20. Hopkins 1986, 128, 129.
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Husserl, a far less complex writer to be sure, would term the “principle of principles: 
that each intuition affording [something] in an originary way is a legitimate source 
of knowledge.”21 Husserl’s assertion that “originary intuition” (ursprüngliche An-
schauung) is not only a legitimate, but an indispensable source of knowledge was but 
the latest iteration of similar claims that had animated philosophical and theological 
inquiry extending from Plato and Plotinus via pseudo-Dionysius, Bernard, Bona- 
venture, and Nicholas of Cusa into the modern era. Like some of the poets of his own 
time, Rilke and the young T. S. Eliot in particular, Husserl felt justified to start from 
the world’s “absolute givenness” in intuition, quite simply because the latter con- 
stitutes its own incontrovertible Evidenz.22 For what is unconditionally and imme- 
diately given in “pre-predicative” intuition must not be mistaken for a “conclusion” 
produced in syllogistic form, nor does its reality depend on some extraneous and a 
posteriori method for its verification. Instead, Husserl’s “principle of principles” as-
serts that human cognition—both in interpretive and empirical fields—can succeed 
only if, and only insofar as, reflective thought lets itself be guided by the dynamic 
structure of “appearance” (Erscheinung). Reflection can never be a “founding” or 
self-grounding act. Rather, it is the main technique whereby consciousness comes to 
discern its own “pre-predicative” immersion in the phenomenal world.23 Far from 
being the antagonist of appearance, reflection can succeed only if, with the utmost 
attention and humility, it allows its observations, descriptions, and questionings to 
be guided by what is given in intuition. Knowledge, that is, does not get under way 
by preemptively resisting, let alone discrediting, phenomena; its foundation cannot 
be an all-consuming skepticism claiming epistemic authority by compulsively re- 
enacting an in essence parasitical gesture of doubt. Rather, knowledge begins by an 
act of assent to the reality of the world as it gives itself in intuition. As John Henry 
Newman had remarked decades before Husserl was to formulate his concept of  
eidetic intuition, to assent to an image as it registers in intuition is not the same as 
making a claim about the reality of the thing depicted in the image: “the fact of the 
distinctness of the images, which are required for real assent, is no warrant for the 
existence of the objects which those images represent.” Yet, for precisely this reason, 
our “real assent” to the presence of the image as such cannot be subject to doubt, for 
to “meddle with the springs of thought and action is really to weaken them.”24

 21. Husserl 2014, 44 (§ 24).
 22. Husserl 1997, 11 / 1991, 13.
 23. On the concept of the “pre-predicative,” see Romano (2015, 66–88), who earlier notes that 

“the ‘pre-linguistic’ with which phenomenology is concerned . . . can be recognized as such only by 
a being who is able to speak, and which remains always expressible in principle without remainder 
by such a being” (15; original emphasis). All subsequent emphases in quoted material are in the 
original, unless noted otherwise.

 24. Newman 1979, 80, 177–78.
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Consequently, what is thus given in intuition must not be misconstrued as the 
“efficient” cause of a knowledge that supposedly exists separately from it. Contrary to 
the axioms of Lockean empiricism, intuition is not reducible “sensation,” indeed, 
categorically differs from it. Conversely, intuition must not be understood as con-
cluding the process of experience and cognition, as various strands of Sentimen- 
talism, Romanticism, and post-Romantic antirationalism would maintain. Rather, 
what is given in intuition begs to be fleshed out by hermeneutic practice, an art (sub-
tilitas) that, always keeping the phenomenon in view, seeks to distill its deeper sig-
nificance by discerning its underlying formal and contextual parameters (rhetorical, 
intellectual, religious, aesthetic, economic, etc.). More than anything, hermeneutics 
is informed by a distinctive ethos of respecting, listening-to, and valuing the phe-
nomenon as it informs and subtly reforms consciousness itself. By contrast, where 
reflection is construed as a mere technique for overcoming appearances, thus treating 
what is given in intuition as merely provisional or positively deceptive matter, it risks 
losing itself in self-certifying, empty speculation and is liable to end up worshipping 
intellectual idols of its own making. In fact, “world” is ever the correlate of experi-
ence, and experience thrives on engagement and participation rather than doubt and 
detachment. It is constituted by numberless acts of intuition, discernment, and judg-
ment whose full import stands to be sifted in dialogue with other members of the in-
terpretive communities we inhabit. Phenomenological reflection of the kind that 
Husserl insisted was needed to grasp the reality and significance of our intuitions is 
neither monolithic in form nor monologic in practice. Rather, it enjoins the subject 
of experience to be maximally responsive to the structure of appearance, as well as 
careful and caring when seeking to articulate the meaning of its intuitions for others. 
Put differently, experience pivots on our shared hermeneutic commitment to the 
world’s incontrovertible and abundant givenness qua phenomenon—be it a human 
face, a natural form, an image, or, indeed, the written word. This ongoing dialogue 
with the phenomenal world positively “forms” (bilden) the human subject by cease-
lessly prompting it to cultivate its powers of attention (seeing, listening, reading) 
and, thereby, learning to embrace the world of visible things as intrinsically saturated 
with meaning or “form.” Yet this process can succeed only if we learn to participate 
in the phenomenon and to accept its intrinsic form as our principal guide. 

Virtually all the writers and artists considered in this book share this funda-
mental premise—that reflection can never fully emancipate itself from the phe-
nomenon by which it was summoned and to whose experiential reality it responds, 
just as conversely the world of appearances would remain opaque and unfulfilled 
were it not for our communal, hermeneutic involvement in it. Thus, what Husserl 
calls our intuitive “apprehension” (Auffassung) of the phenomenal world—not to be 
confused with “perception” (Wahrnehmung)—furnishes reflection with both its in-
controvertible point of departure and the formal and material specificity that allows 
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thought to issue in meaningful and communicable knowledge rather than losing 
itself in hermetic abstractions or arid speculation. “To the thinking soul,” writes Ar-
istotle, “images serve as if they were contents of perception. . . . That is why the soul 
never thinks without an image.”25 It follows that reflection does not fashion images of 
the world in an occasional and discretionary sense but, on the contrary, responds to 
the world as it is antecedently given in the medium of an image. For the visible world 
is not simply a random concatenation of disjointed objects that we may choose to 
perceive and represent (or ignore). There is no view from nowhere, no neutral van-
tage point outside our “lifeworld” (Husserl’s Lebenswelt) that would allow us to do so. 
Rather, we are always already “thrown into” and, thus, “in-the-world” (what Hei-
degger calls Geworfenheit and in-der-Welt-sein). Yet if the reality of the world given 
in intuition is never something “merely subjective,” our image of the world cannot  
be understood as a function of self-expression or projection. Instead, precisely be-
cause the world always crystallizes in a specific image such as founds an “originary 
intuition” (Husserl), “interpretation is not an occasional, post facto supplement; 
rather understanding is always interpretation.”26 

What at first blush seems a somewhat abstract claim, plausible but lacking tex-
ture, is cashed out once we attend to the different genres of writing concerned with 
tracing how the world registers in “image-consciousness” (as Husserl calls it). For, as 
Plotinus and Maximus the Confessor had noted long ago, the phenomenon can give 
itself in intuition and be experienced as indelibly real only because, and to the ex- 
tent that, it is organized or, as Hopkins puts it, “inscaped.” Only its formal organi-
zation allows it to register in consciousness at all and, thus, summons us to discern 
its deeper import. Put differently, the phenomenon does not register in intuition as a 
random “occurrence,” but, as a case of manifestation, it elicits and focuses the behold-
er’s attention. Prefigured in the event of sight is thus a future insight that by defini-
tion exceeds the scope of what is plainly and transparently visible. By its very nature, 
that is, phenomenality is experienced as the disclosure of something that does not, 
indeed, cannot, appear per se—though not because the invisible other of appearance 
is somehow defective or pathologically self-enclosed. On the contrary, what does not 
appear as such but instead becomes manifest in and by means of a specific appear-
ance is itself the very source or (metaphysically speaking) the logos that brings forth 
the visible. Were it otherwise, eye and mind would lack all coordination, there being 
then no reason to suppose that the deliverances of sight are in any way intelligibly 
structured, and that they seek to guide us to a truth beyond (though never opposed 

 25. Aristotle 1984, 1:685 (De Anima 431a15).
 26. Gadamer 2006, 306. As Robert Sokolowski puts it, “The mind cannot be separated [from 

the world] in this way; the mind is a moment to the world and the things in it; the mind is essentially 
correlated with its objects,” and the principal defect of modern skeptical epistemologies is “to 
introduce a separation where we should simply make a distinction” (2000, 25–26). 
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to) appearance. Instead, failing to understand the difference between appearance-of 
and appearance-as, between the visible and what it makes manifest, we would thus 
neither truly “see” nor seek to “know” (both meanings being encompassed by the 
Greek eidō). 

All this is to say that in its very essence phenomenality stands for a dynamic 
event rather than an ephemeral happening. It has agency insofar as it mediates a  
reality that, depending on our powers of vision, always exceeds the merely percep- 
tible. To be sure, the sheer “givenness” of the image in the modality of what Jean-Luc  
Marion calls a “saturated phenomenon” may, and often will, entail its material objec-
tivation as an artifact, a picture evidently made by human hands. Thus, the mosaics 
in Hagia Sophia and at St. Catherine’s Monastery, medieval prayer icons, or, for that 
matter, Cézanne’s bathers were obviously all made by hands painstakingly engaged 
with various types of matter (wooden panels, canvas, tempera, siccative oil, etc.). 
Even so, from eighth-century Byzantine iconographers and their theological defend-
ers all the way to painters and intensely visual writers such as Ruskin, Hopkins, Cé-
zanne, Rilke, or T. S. Eliot, the insight consistently voiced is the same: the image 
realized in pictorial form is not a garden-variety product but, on the contrary, the re-
sponse to an intuitive vision whose invisible substance it seeks to realize and commu-
nicate in visible form. Far from contriving some idolatrous appearance or other, the 
true image attests to the fact that the visible scene or face it depicts has  found the  
iconographer or artist. Hence, true visualizing of reality such as takes objective form 
in graphic or verbal images can never be governed by an ego or cogito: “The land-
scape . . . becomes conscious in me,” Cézanne remarks; “What you look hard at seems 
to look hard at you,” Hopkins writes in his notebooks.27 If the maker of images finds 
himself enthralled “sur le motif,” as Cézanne likes to put it, this is precisely because 
“making” here involves an active and creative response to the incontrovertible given-
ness of the world qua image. The act of artistic “making” and “creating” of a picture 
always bears witness to the anterior presence and call of an image, itself the medium 
through which metaphysical truth, invisible per se, is disclosed to us in the first 
place. Hence, what truth there is in an image is bound up with its sheer givenness—
which a naturalistic epistemology can neither account for nor call into question ex 
post facto. 

To proceed from this hypothesis, which this book’s chapters aim to consolidate 
by and by, is to accept that the visible world cannot be mechanistically “explained” 
(away) as either the efficient cause or contingent effect of strictly anthropomorphic 
perception. Close consideration of the structure of appearance, which is consum-
mately embodied in the medium of the image, ends up exposing modernity’s strictly 

 27. Cézanne, as reported by Joachim Gasquet, in Doran 2001, 111; Hopkins, HCW III:504 
(emphasis mine).
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immanent frame as a literally groundless and logically incoherent fantasy. For the 
very manner in which the phenomenon gives itself in intuition, its “incomprehen- 
sible certainty,” sets consciousness on a hermeneutic journey at the end of which “we 
will arrive where we started / And know the place for the first time.” Only a patient 
and dedicated hermeneutic engagement with what is given in intuition can lead the 
individual toward greater self-recognition, that is, to finding itself “renewed, trans-
figured, in another pattern.”28 To participate in the phenomenal world thus means to 
find oneself caught up in an anagogical progression. It begins once consciousness 
ceases to focus on the what of appearance and instead scrutinizes how a visible thing 
registers in intuition. In so shifting from a “natural stance” to a phenomenological 
one, consciousness learns to see itself as participating in the world rather than stand-
ing agnostically or skeptically apart from it. Once the relation of mind and world is 
understood as reciprocal, not oppositional, it becomes possible to respond to phe-
nomena as instances of mediation, visible beacons that help orient consciousness  
toward something that does not show itself per se, yet of which we can only become 
aware and which we can only seek to understand on the basis of what does appear. 

Throughout this book, we shall find that what is mediated by the phenomenon 
can be actualized only as an image, whose experience in intuition is logically anterior 
to perception. For what is ordinarily understood by “object-perception” (Dingwahr- 
nehmung) presupposes, rather than produces, an image. From this follows a further 
point (developed in chapter 2), namely, that the image is always both obstruction 
and manifestation, a screen barring the beholder from gaining “immediate” access to 
the numinous source of all appearance and yet offering itself as a quasi-anagogical 
conduit toward that source. Stressing the essential mediacy and opacity of image and 
phenomenon, Gadamer observes that “it is of decisive importance that ‘Being’ does 
not display itself totally in its self-manifestation; rather it withholds itself and with-
draws itself with the same primordiality with which it manifests itself.”29 Put in mod-
ern theoretical terms, image and phenomenon are always forms of mediation, are 
“medial” and, hence, never wholly transparent in their very essence. Or, to draw on 
the alternative terminology of classical metaphysics and Byzantine theology, the 
visible world can reveal its invisible truth only through an “image” (eikōn) that al-
ways remains, to an extent, a “screen” (iconostasis). The initial formulation of a co-
herent image concept, a process spanning from Plato to the Byzantine iconodules, is 
a complex story that is selectively traced in the first two chapters. For now, suffice it 
to say that to speak of an image always means to posit—but is never reducible to—a 

 28. Eliot 2015, 1:208, 206 (“Little Gidding,” V, 28–29, and III, 16). As Gadamer writes, 
“Understanding what an artwork tells one is surely an encounter with oneself [Selbstbegegnung]” 
(1993a, 6). 

 29. Gadamer 2007, 162.
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concrete visible depiction (mimēsis). By its very nature, the image can be no more re-
duced to a mundane perception of pictures than it can exist independent of the latter. 

Far from simulating or “copying” a reality accessible and intelligible by discur-
sive or conceptual means, the image amounts to a “depiction” (Darstellung) of what 
discursive “representation” (Vorstellung) can neither attain nor contain. As Hans 
Belting notes, “Only a reality that can solely subsist in the image protects the latter 
from being confused with reality.”30 It follows that “learning to see,” a process in 
which Goethe, Ruskin, Hopkins, and Rilke found themselves caught up just as much 
as their Neoplatonist forebears, pivots on learning to respond to the visible world as 
imago rather than allowing it to calcify into a settled inventory of perceived “objects.” 
To see thus means prima facie to respond to the distinctive, charismatic presence of 
the visible, to participate in the phenomenon as it gives itself in experience rather 
than attempt to foresee or predict its meaning. Well before Marion’s recent, influen-
tial account of “givenness” and “saturated phenomena,” Maurice Merleau-Ponty had 
remarked how our encounter with the visible requires an undesigning, essentially 
kenotic stance of contemplation: “Seeing is not a certain mode of thought or pres-
ence to self; it is the means given me for being absent from myself, for being present 
from within at the fission of Being.”31 As virtually all the writers explored in this 
study understood, by participating in the visible qua image and learning to see it as 
the manifestation of the invisible, numinous source that sustains it in being, the be-
holder also comes to discern the outlines of her own moral persona. It is this agency-
like nature of the image, its capacity to mediate a knowledge not owned but received 
by its beholder, and hence capable of transforming her, that this book means to trace 
across a wide array of figures and epochs.

Arguably, retrieving a tradition of iconic seeing as a form of knowing runs coun-
ter to the anthropomorphic certainties of modern culture, in particular its seizure of 
the image as a digital artifact—produced, manipulated, and consumed with aban-
don. All those either embodying a broadly speaking Neoplatonist or Christian meta-
physics, from Plato to Nicholas of Cusa, yet also their modern descendants (including 
Goethe, Ruskin, Hopkins, Bulgakov, and von Balthasar), would undoubtedly have 
been bewildered and dismayed by contemporary culture’s “bulimic need for . . . 
icons” and its reigning phenomenology of distraction rather than attention, compul-
sion rather than reflection.32 Over the past century, in particular since the meteoric 
rise of digital technologies, the postindustrial worlds of Western and Central Europe, 
North America, and most of East Asia have taken on an intensely visual character. 
Ours is a world of visibility without phenomenality, of pictures and all manner of  

 30. Belting 2006, 22.
 31. Merleau-Ponty 1993, 146.
 32. Sarah 2017, 37.
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visual simulacra disseminated with unprecedented efficiency and without physical 
or mental effort on countless digital platforms (TikTok, Snapshat, Instagram, We-
Chat, Tumblr, Reddit, Twitter, WhatsApp, Facebook, etc.) and colonizing every facet 
of life. From journalism’s instant coverage of natural disaster and war, police violence 
and street protests, ecological devastation and human suffering; from building-sized 
images hawking luxury goods in commercial districts and airports to celebrities 
compulsively posting selfies so as to reaffirm their coveted iconic status; from graffiti 
and 3-D street painting to digital art reshaping and expanding the range of our visual 
experiences; from browsing the greatly changed faces of former childhood friends to 
retrieving high-resolution art images, all available with a few keystrokes via Google 
Images or ArtStor; from controversial cartoons to photographic evidence of suffer-
ing, violence, or beauty either natural or man-made: the image is at our command as 
never before. Functioning as quasi-prosthetic extensions of the postmodern subject 
and attesting to its seemingly boundless sway, images in the digital age tend to rein-
force the prevailing naturalistic view of human existence as a function of personal 
preference, volition, desire, or, indeed, sheer compulsion. Casually disseminated as 
an ephemeral commodity, yet imbued with the latent power of instantly generating 
political, cultural, and religious controversy, the “image” today is conceived above all 
as an object and commodity, that is, as a “picture” to be instantaneously summoned, 
consumed, and, eventually, discarded at will. 

At the same time, it may be objected that our contemporary situation merely  
reflects a timeless human proclivity toward idolatry whose perils had been flagged 
again and again over the past 2,500 years: beginning with Plato and the Old Tes- 
tament prohibitions, continuing in the writings of, among many others, Eusebius, 
Constantine V, Cramner, Calvin, and Knox, and enduring into the present, both in 
the crude iconoclasm of the Afghan Taliban and in the high-theory idiom of, say, 
Emmanuel Levinas’s “Reality and Its Shadow.” That much is certainly true, just as 
there is no denying that iconodulia and iconoclasm have maintained an oddly sym-
biotic relation almost from the beginning, rather in the spirit of Blake’s proverb that 
“opposition is true friendship.” In the event, we shall consider iconoclasm only in 
passing since its historical persistence is mostly a result of its unexamined, logically 
flawed image concept. For the iconoclast prejudges the image as wanting to substi-
tute itself for its prototype; on this view, the image seeks to usurp and displace (rather 
than mediate) the invisible in some determinate, visible form. Yet to argue thus is to 
impugn the image a priori for its alleged scandalous aspiration to total visibility and 
total congruence with what it depicts, a view that is misguided on at least two counts. 
First, it presupposes that truth, specifically religious truth, can and must be accessed 
immediately. Second, it posits that the written word (and it alone) is capable of 
achieving such immediacy, which is to say, that scripture is literally self-interpreting 
and transparent as to its meaning. 
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Ultimately, it is not so much the image per se but the specter of mediation, of 
whatever kind, that vexes the iconoclast. That is, iconoclasm’s antinomian view of 
image and word as supposedly locked in competition for the same epistemic space 
assumes that by its very nature mediation amounts to a betrayal of truth rather than 
its fulfillment. According to this line of reasoning, the “word” (logos) is conceived as 
strictly aniconic and, consequently, as incompatible with figural speech and indeed 
mediation of any kind whatsoever. It is, finally, this rhetorical dimension undergird-
ing the production and articulation of meaning in general at which the iconoclast 
demurs. To be sure, Christian humanists such as More and Erasmus in the sixteenth 
century subjected this aniconic view to withering critique.33 In time, eighteenth- 
century scholars such as Robert Lowth and Johann Gottlieb Herder, adopting a less 
polemical tone, likewise sought to unravel the enduring hostility to images (by Cal-
vinists, Methodists, and Pietists) by demonstrating how much the visual and meta-
phoric richness of modern poetry and art owes to the figural and imagistic splendor 
of the Hebrew scriptures, particularly the prophetic books.34 Still, though incisive 
and learned, their arguments never quite succeeded in dislodging the iconoclast’s 
categorical prejudice against mediation. Instead, and most paradoxically, he (for the 
iconoclast voice is conspicuously, aggressively masculine) repudiates the image ei-
ther because it cannot succeed or because it succeeds all too well. That is, the image 
either scandalizes by differing too much from its ostensible referent and thus devalu-
ing it—such as cartoon drawings of the prophet Mohammad by Kurt Westergaard—
or it transgresses by purportedly substituting itself for what cannot (or must not?) be 
depicted at all. 

While closer scrutiny of either position’s underlying, logical fallacy will have  
to wait until chapter 2, there is no denying that idolatry—being the apotheosis of a 
“representationalism” that aspires to the total fusion of image and object—has always 
been looming, and never more so than in today’s image-saturated world. As Simone 
Weil notes, “L’idolâtrie vient de ce qu’ayant soif de bien absolu, on ne possède pas  
l’attention surnaturelle et on n’a pas la patience de la laisser pousser.” As a result of 
our refusal to let the “power of supernatural attention” develop, the image is swal-

 33. As More insists in his Dialogue concerning Tyndale (1529), “All the words that be either 
written or spoken be but images representing the things that the writer or speaker conceiveth in his 
mind: likewise as the figure of the thing framed with imagination, and so conceived in the mind, 
is but an image representing the very thing that a man thinketh of.” Indeed, as More provocatively 
continues to argue, “image painted, graven, or carved may be so well wrought, and so near to the 
quick and to the truth, that they shall naturally, and much more effectually represent the thing than 
shall the name either spoken or written. . . . Nor these two words Christus Crucifixus, do not so lively 
represent (to) us the remembrance of his bitter passion, as doth the blessed image of the crucifix, 
neither to a layman nor to a learned (man).” More 1927, 20–21 (bk. 1, ch. 2).

 34. See Robert Lowth’s Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews (Latin, 1753; English, 
1787); Johann Gottlieb Herder, Vom Geist der hebräischen Poesie (1782–83).
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lowed up by the libido dominandi, turns into its idolized other, and as visual artifice 
and simulacrum floods and devalues our contemporary lifeworld to an unprece-
dented degree. Frantically consumed and disgorged as a visual stimulus, or deployed 
as an ideological cudgel of sorts, the idol enables and entices the mind to seek refuge 
from itself—from thought, from ideas—in distraction. What distinguishes both the 
idolatrous and the iconoclast subject is its manic, feverish preoccupation with doing 
at the expense of reflection and contemplation. Again, Simone Weil captures the sa-
lient point particularly well: “L’activité doit être continue, tous les jours, beau-coup 
d’heures par jour. Il faut donc des mobiles de l’activité qui échappent aux pensées, 
donc aux relations: des idoles.”35 It is this relentless downward transposition of the 
image into idol, into a visual distraction, that shows idolatry and iconoclasm to share 
the same psychic causation. In both cases, the same manic fashioning and bulimic 
consumption of visual simulacra serves to fend off what Weil calls our power of “su-
pernatural attention [l’attention surnaturelle].” This defeat of contemplation by dis-
traction, reflection by compulsion, thinking by doing, is not an accidental by-product 
of idolatry and iconoclasm but, on the contrary, its covert aim. As Belting notes, “Im-
ages have been so denuded of our faith that they amount to no more than mere pic-
tures; consequently, we no longer need to reject them. Idolatry thus has mutated into 
iconoclasm in a new key. . . . Meanwhile, the abuse of images has become invisible.”36

To accept Belting’s view, as I do, is to understand that the central flaw of icono-
clasm never truly rested with its opposition to idolatry. Rather, it stemmed from the 
iconoclast’s misguided assumption that a fetishizing, idolatrous gaze is the only con-
ceivable response to images. As Marion has remarked, “Iconoclasm criticizes the 
supposed idolatrous derivation of icons, because it persists in interpreting according 
to the logic of similitude and mimetic rivalry, without ever suspecting—or accept-
ing—that the túpos has categorically broken away from any imitation of an original. 
The icon does not represent; it presents . . . in the sense of making present the holi-
ness of the Holy One.”37 That there has been something of a resurgence of iconoclast 
polemics over the past thirty years should not surprise considering how the post-
modern, antimetaphysical gaze tends to claim images as a kind of virtual property, 
fetishizing them for sexual pleasure or weaponizing them for ideological ends, yet 
always treating the image as a mere picture: exhaustively visible and seemingly trans-
parent as regards its meaning or, if not, to be so rendered by digital manipulation and 

 35. “Idolatry comes from the fact that, while thirsting for absolute good, we do not possess the 
power of supernatural attention and we have not the patience to allow it to develop”; and “[Activity] 
has to continue each day and for many hours each day. Motives for our activity are therefore needed 
which shall be independent of our thoughts, hence of our relationship [to ideas]: idols” (Weil 1999, 
60).

 36. Belting 2006, 26, 29.
 37. Marion 2004, 77.
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tendentious captioning.38 This downward transposition of the image from a medium 
of disclosure to the picture as a commodity and fetish has decisively altered the 
quality of the gaze that it institutes. Joseph Pieper speaks of a shift from seeing as the 
“apprehension of the real” (Wirklichkeitsgewahrung) to a gaze of measureless curiosi-
tas. Riveted on all manner of visible ephemera, such unbridled “lust of the eyes” (2 Jn 
2:16) deracinates the beholder’s psychological and spiritual persona, which now 
finds itself immured in a world strictly “fashioned in its own image and likeness.” 
Where “impressions and sensations incessantly chase one another outside the win-
dows of our eyes, . . . the human person’s unique power of apprehending the real is 
being suffocated.”39 To the extent that a purely immanent, sensational, and covetous 
gaze has become the norm in our image-saturated world, pictures can only be expe-
rienced as emblems like those found in groups of four on the pages of Caesare Ripa’s 
Iconologia (1603) (fig. I.2)—consumed rather than seen, prized for their glaring  
visibility, and subject to instantaneous decoding and strong, affective evaluation.40

Appearing at the very threshold of modernity’s anthropocentric turn, Ripa’s 
book attests to the emergence of what, writing in 1938, Heidegger calls “the age of 
the world-picture” (Zeit des Weltbildes). In the wake of Copernicus and Galileo, that 
is, the image stakes a totalizing claim on the world as an aggregate of discrete things 
to be rendered utterly visible and to be aggregated into a single, all-encompassing 
“world-picture” (Weltbild). Whereas the premodern icon, and the vision whereby  
it registers in consciousness, is received as a spiritual gift, the modern picture is  
conceived as a material product. Unlike the image, it does not mediate the invisible 
in the form of a visible analogue but aspires to total dominion over the visible by  
disputing the reality of anything that resists this quest for total transparency of the 
world. Furthermore, this “world-picture,” which aggregates countless representa-
tions of visible particulars, categorically breaks with the ethos of humility and pa-
tience so central to the phenomenology of image-consciousness in Neoplatonist and 
Byzantine thought. The rupture represented by the emergence of the world-picture is 
considered in more depth in chapter 4, which juxtaposes Nicholas of Cusa’s mystical 

 38. See Koerner 2002; Barber and Boldrick 2013; Freedberg 1989, 378–428; Besançon 2000, 
183–226; Bredekamp 2010, 192–230; Simpson 2010, 1–48.

 39. Pieper 2006, 191–93 (trans. mine).
 40. A different scenario involves scientific “imaging,” a subject briefly taken up in chapter 6. 

Though understandably invested in maximizing the visibility of the image, the forensic gaze of, say, a 
molecular biologist or an electrical engineer crucially does not fetishize visibility as a quasi-totemic 
good and possession for its own sake. Rather, she will prize the visible image as a medium enabling 
her to grasp complex causal relationships or the basic organization of matter, thus allowing her to 
participate more fully in the ratio or logos that underwrites the specificity and intelligibility of the 
material world qua form.
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anthropology to Leon Battista Alberti’s theory of linear perspective. Once it is ac-
cepted that “man is the scale and measure of all things,” as Alberti (echoing Protago-
ras) so bluntly puts it, the invisible is either demoted to the not-yet-visible or written 
off  as epistemically irrelevant. Conversely, the new concept of “correct,” linear per-
spective not only legitimates the modern picture in a formal sense; it also furnishes a 
warrant for modernity’s boundless epistemic ambition, its unleashing of curiositas as 
not only justifi able but as the stance needed for remaking the totality of the visible 
world in our own image. Unsurprisingly, where “the painter is not concerned with 
things that are not visible,” as Alberti puts it, the metaphysical and theological un-
derpinnings of the eikōn are fi rst dismissed and eventually forgotten, the result being 
that the image (now equated with the visible “picture”) appears entirely fungible with 
the mundane objects that it claims to represent.41

 41. Alberti 2004, 72 (II.36). 

Figure I.2.
Caesare Ripa, 

from Iconologia (1603) 
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Henceforth, it is mere “picture” (pittura), a material artifact unilaterally manu-
factured and consumed by human beings; and as such it aspires to depict all visible 
reality on a single, two-dimensional surface. Whatever cannot be rendered visible 
within the matrix of the world-picture, whatever eludes the imperative of total visi-
bility, will be dismissed as unreal, a mere phantasm bereft of all philosophical stand-
ing. Grounded in a logic of strict immanence and unlimited epistemic ambition,  
this new world-picture institutes an entirely new gaze. Proprietary and libidinal in 
nature, this gaze no longer responds to the phenomenal, visible world as a gift and 
visible analogue of invisible truths. Instead, being committed to capturing the world 
as an objective and all-encompassing picture, it must reject and discredit the in- 
herited concept of the image (eikōn) as gift and intercession. However, this seeming 
triumph of the world-picture also entails serious liabilities. For if the anthropomor-
phic and scientific world-picture should fail to capture the totality to which it lays ex-
clusive claim, it is liable to disintegrate into a multitude of competing pictures, each 
lodging the same totalizing claim, yet also proving incommensurable with all other 
such pictures. 

Such creeping fragmentation can already be observed during the long En- 
lightenment (ca. 1650–1815), whose cherished dream of a mathesis universalis sub-
sequently dissolves into an array of specialized disciplines operating independent of 
one another. Yet while such a pattern of progressive subspecialization in the natural 
sciences appears to an extent a function of their respective subject matter, a similar 
fragmentation of interpretive disciplines (the study of classical philology, national 
literatures, theology, history) into subfields and their embrace of quasi-scientific 
methodologies threatens to corrode the intuitive experience of meaning long consid-
ered to be the substance of humanistic inquiry. With the gap between normativity 
and objectivity steadily widening in the second half of the nineteenth century, the 
perhaps inevitable result was a surge of antihumanist, pessimist, and existentialist 
polemics extending from Schopenhauerian antirationalism, Nietzschean perspec- 
tivism, and Spengler’s cultural pessimism all the way to the rampant “denialism” 
characterizing our dystopian present. For ours is a world of countless, mostly in- 
commensurable world-pictures, each of which purports to render the world and our 
place in it exhaustively and authoritatively visible while being locked in insoluble 
conflict with all other such constructs. Visceral confrontation rather than joint rea-
soning, and the fetishizing of social divisions rather than a commitment to searching 
dialogue, has been the inevitable legacy of a strictly anthropomorphic gaze. 

Heidegger’s thesis of modernity as the “age of the world-picture” arguably holds 
even more true for our present moment than for the totalitarian era in which he for-
mulated it. Never before has it been so difficult to distinguish between reality and its 
counterfeit than in our digitally hyperconnected and algorithmically engineered 
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present. Every social interaction and public space appears pictorially overdeter-
mined, forever inundating eye and mind with visual prompts, to say nothing of the 
myriad pictures (in the form of montages, gifs, holographs, and advertising ban- 
ners crawling down the margins of our computer screens) pervading our waking 
lives and saturating every imaginable public space, both physical and virtual, with 
commercial stimuli. What Walter Benjamin had famously described as the “shock- 
character” of the moving image, a sensation that in the early 1930s was mostly con-
fined to the cinema, has since engulfed the public sphere as a whole. Both on account 
of its ubiquity and its aggressive optical designs on the beholder’s subconscious,  
the postmodern image overwhelms the subject’s sensorium and, consequently, tends 
to be effortlessly absorbed rather than becoming a focus of hermeneutic scrutiny.  
As evidenced by the recent, dramatic surge of conspiracy theories opposing his-
torical, political, and scientific reality with “alternative facts,” a growing segment of 
today’s distracted and dissociated, global citizenry appears on the verge of entering a 
terminally postliterate and in tendency sociopathic condition. Gazing and knowing, 
addictive spectatorship and articulate reflection, respectively, have fundamentally 
parted ways or, worse yet, are increasingly misconstrued as being one and the same. 
Thus, in the ecologically and spiritually devastated, neoliberal dystopia deforming 
and imperiling human life around the globe, images for the most part seek to tap and 
unleash deep reservoirs of collective desire or aggression. An idol in all but name, the 
postmodern image has become instrumentalized, and often is weaponized, as a “pre-
discursive,” quasi-totemic tool prized mainly for its ability to elicit either instant ap-
proval or visceral condemnation. It is this atrophying of hermeneutic responsibility 
in our dealings with the visible world that prompts Marion, adopting uncharacteris-
tically strong language, to speak of “the universal blasphemy of spectacles . . . [and] 
the disaster of the image.”42

In this era of self-incurred hermeneutic indigence brought about by com- 
mercialized visual simulacra, the image (eikōn) is no longer experienced as it had 
been for a tradition extending from Plato and pseudo-Dionysius to Florensky and 
Bulgakov: a call to humble, attentive, and undesigning exegesis, that is, the focal 
point of hermeneutic discernment and, thus, a source of transformative dialogic en-
gagement with others. Prized instead for its instantaneous and glaring visibility, the 
image has been reduced to a visual commodity designed to stimulate reflex-like, ad-
dictive types of response bound to deprive today’s global, digital citizenry of the her-
meneutic skills needed for any meaningful interaction with images and, by extension, 
blind the modern individual to the infinity that, as Levinas argues, is found in the 
face of the human being across from us. Here, then, we have a prima facie instance of 
how classical liberalism’s fantasy of the world as a wholly immanent sphere—an all-

 42. Marion 2004, 68, 83.
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encompassing, deregulated marketplace of self-interested subjects incessantly pur-
suing and exchanging fungible commodities—ends up denuding the visible world of 
its very texture and, ultimately, its reality. Thus, the boundless and instantaneous 
availability of images for voyeuristic consumption stands in exactly inverse relation 
to the degree of hermeneutic care and responsibility with which they are received 
and used, respectively. As a growing tide of research into cyber-bullying, internet 
pornography, “deep-fake” videos, graphic violence in online games, and the paralyz-
ing effects of social media addiction has shown, such hermeneutic indigence comes 
at a steep price.43 For inasmuch as the image, today more than ever, is treated as but 
another commodity placed at our disposal, the hubris and narcissism that fuel its  
casual deployment ends up eroding and disrupting community. Alternately wielded 
as an incendiary tool or a coveted possession—in short, as an idol rather than a me-
dium begging attentive contemplation and patient discernment—the image exposes 
just how opaque human beings have become to one another. In a world incessantly 
disgorging and consuming opinions, yet quietly distrustful or openly dismissive of 
factual knowledge, individuals more than ever have been conditioned to see only 
what conforms to the picture already fashioned of the subject at hand; and where 
that subject is a human person, those belonging to the so-called generation Z that 
came of age in the internet era are found to have greatly diminished powers of em-
pathy. Having been inundated from early childhood by millions of images depicting 
the physical and psychological abuse of human beings, this latest generation often 
appears to lack to an alarming extent the gift of empathetic vision that allows one 
human being to see in another the image (imago Dei) of who she truly is and may  
yet become. 

ARGUMENT

So much by way of a Jeremiad, “not very satisfactory,” it must be admitted, and  
leaving us “still with the intolerable wrestle / With words and meanings.”44 And wres-
tle we must, in the face of the epistemic hubris and hermeneutic indigence that  
characterize postmodern culture’s consumptive stance vis-à-vis the visible world.  
Yet the aim of what follows is not one of polemic but of retrieval, specifically of a 
Neoplatonist and Christian conception of the image as the medium granting us  

 43. A Google-Scholar search of “research on cyber-bullying” returned more than 16,000 
articles since 2019; running an inquiry into “research on social media addiction” produces more 
than 20,000 scholarly citations for the same period. The search string “internet pornography—
use—motivation” yields over 5,000 citations of scholarly publications since 2019 [14 July 2020]; and 
“violence in video games effect” turns up 17,000 scholarly references.

 44. Eliot 2015, 1:187 (“East Coker,” II, 18–21).
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access to noncontingent (or “pre-predicative”) meaning—a conception that against 
increasing odds has endured into the modern era. Particularly in the Neoplatonic 
tradition, yet also in patristic, Byzantine, and high medieval, mystical accounts of 
“spiritual” and “intellectual” vision that evolved from it, the image was understood as 
mediating an ultimately invisible reality in visible form. It constitutes a portal to 
truths that categorically exceed the scope of strictly immanent, ratiocinative notions, 
the latter remaining forever liable to succumb to skeptical questioning or mutate into 
conceptual idols of our own making. A first, fundamental aim of what follows is to 
show why the image cannot and must not be conflated with a quotidian understand-
ing of “picture”—neither in its older, material nor in its contemporary, digital reali-
zation. For unlike the picture, the image is the correlate of an intuition, not a per- 
ception. It thus stands categorically apart from the order of embodied or virtual (i.e., 
manipulable) objects, just as the Neoplatonist concept of intuition or “mental vision” 
(visio intellectualis) cannot be reduced to naturalistic theories of sight and percep-
tion. Instead, as already noted, the image is a medium, not an object or an instru-
ment, whose power inheres in manifesting the real rather than appropriating the 
useful. 

Still, an image typically depicts (darstellen) a particular “visible object” (Hus- 
serl’s Bildobjekt), which naturally requires a material scaffolding (Husserl’s Bild- 
träger) of sorts. Given this entanglement of image (eikōn) and matter (hylē), the pos-
sibility always remains that the “image” may be deformed into a visual fetish (eidōlon) 
and, as such, be instrumentalized for strictly affective or ideological ends. Where  
this happens, the resulting idol traps both its maker and beholder within a cocoon  
of fluctuating desires and interests; and where large numbers of such hermetic in- 
dividuals converge around an idol—be it a visible emblem, an incendiary picture, or 
a domineering and empty persona wielding political power, a mask rather than a 
face—the result will not be community but its counterfeit. Instilling in its beholder 
both a “lust of the eyes” (concupiscentia oculorum [1 Jn 2:16]) and a “lust for domin-
ion” (Augustine’s libido dominandi), the idol by its very nature blocks the passage 
from experience to love. Hence, it can never bring about an authentic community—
which pivots on an ethic of love, humility, and forgiveness—but at most a state of agi- 
tated finitude such as may discharge itself in bouts of greed, hate, rage, and pride. 
Whatever its specific Gestalt, the idol remains but a cultural pathogen that induces 
blindness, not knowledge. 

By contrast, where we find ourselves in the presence of a “true image” (vera 
icon), consideration of its metaphysical, phenomenological, and hermeneutic im- 
plications proves both inexhaustible and enriching. The chapters that follow seek  
to show in a variety of contexts how, by its very nature, the image manifests a reality 
that transcends subjective desire or intention while also exceeding the scope of 
mono-causal explanation. Yet if the image stands ontologically apart from the do-
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main of objects and the propositional knowledge we seek of them, then a different 
kind of response to the image is called for. No longer, that is, can we default to an En-
lightenment (in origin Pyrrhonist) methodology of critical detachment, warranted 
assertibility, and generalized suspicion of appearance that has long constricted the 
scope and diminished the relevance of humanistic inquiry. Instead, the approach im-
plicitly called for by a study of image and image-consciousness, and which this study 
will follow throughout, unfolds on three distinct but related plateaus. There is, first, 
the metaphysical aspect, always to be kept in view, which (in the absence of any plau-
sible, competing explanation) maintains that the event of visibility and the reality of 
what, in the medium of the image, becomes manifest cannot be accounted for as 
mere visual contingencies but are integral to Being. Second, there is the fact that any 
metaphysical argument remains incomplete or, at least, risks remaining formulaic 
unless it is complemented by a phenomenological description of how the image, un-
derstood as event and manifestation, undergirds and enlarges the scope of our con-
scious awareness, thereby inviting us to develop a perspective on our very existence. 
Third, such a phenomenological account of “image-consciousness” (Husserl’s Bildbe-
wußtsein) must in turn be supplemented by a historically informed hermeneutics 
that will attend to the diverse traditions of inquiry and genres of writing wherein  
visual experience has been variously articulated. 

Metaphysics

One of this book’s central aims is to make the case for both the centrality and per- 
sistence of metaphysics.45 Following a loosely chronological order, the four chap- 
ters that comprise part 1 argue that a coherent theory of the image cannot do without 
metaphysical foundations. Thus, chapter 1 begins by tracing the development of the 
image concept in Plato, from its rather contradictory formulation in Books 4, 6, 7, 
and 10 of the Republic to the more probing metaphysical account offered in the So- 
phist. There, at last, Plato works out a coherent understanding of the image whose 
legacy extends into the modern era. For no longer does he conceive the image as a 
case of illicit representation, that is, a simulacrum that would substitute itself for 
Being (to on). Instead, building on his critique of Parmenidean monism, the Sophist 
gradually works out why mediation is itself integral to Being. “The One” of the Ele-
atic school cannot be thought at all unless it becomes manifest in “the many” that 
comprises the order of appearance. Conversely, the realm of phenomena will re- 
main unintelligible as long as it is either conflated with or diametrically opposed to 
Being. Hence we must learn to think the order of appearances as essentially related 
(pros alla) to the One of which they are manifestations. Simply put, the world of  

 45. On the question, “Is there metaphysics after critique?,” see Desmond, 2012, 89.
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phenomena does not betray but, on the contrary, fulfills Being. To be sure, every  
appearance in and through which Being discloses itself also amounts to an epistemic 
constraint or condition of sorts. Yet such “conditionality [Bedingtheit],” Gadamer 
points out, “is not a diminution of historical cognition but an integral feature of truth 
itself.” For it is “the Reason intrinsic to things as such [Vernunft der Dinge selber]” 
that discloses itself in phenomena in such a way as to prompt us “to present and 
communicate [darstellen und mitteilen] it in a specific mode of speech.” What Plato 
and his patristic descendants call logos is the source of our understanding of phe-
nomena, which fulfills the deliverances of intuition in the form of articulate speech 
(logoi) whose “purpose . . . is to make something manifest” (Offenbarmachen ist der 
Sinn der Rede).46 

Drawing on the pioneering work of Emmanuel Alloa, the readings that follow 
aim to develop a “medial phenomenology,” with the principal focus placed on the 
metaphysical underpinnings of mediation and mediality. What, we ask, is always 
presupposed when we speak of a text or image as a medium? What allows it to func-
tion as such, and what is the relation between the medium itself and the reality that, 
however ineffable per se, can only reach us in mediated form? As we shall find, the 
very possibility of mediation rests on a metaphysical foundation long known by the 
name analogia. Indeed, more than anything it is a shared commitment to the con-
cept of analogy that links all the principal writers considered in this study, not just 
those of the premodern era whose metaphysical commitments may seem unsurpris-
ing (though they are hardly uncomplicated), but also modern figures like Goethe, 
Ruskin, and Rilke. At its heart, the principle of analogia posits a noncontingent rela-
tion between the visible and the invisible, between time-bound, visible being and the 
supra-temporal, invisible form that (partially) manifests itself through the phe-
nomenon. Analogia names “the point of intersection of timelessness / With time . . . 
the unattended / Moment, the moment in and out of time, / The distraction fit, lost 
in a shaft of sunlight.”47 Meticulously calibrated as ever, Eliot’s phrasing not only 
echoes the metaphysical, speculative status of analogy but also alerts us to how this 
“intersection” registers in concrete experience. Analogy, in other words, is not some-
thing merely notional and abstract but, on the contrary, is borne out by the distinc-
tive texture and quality of how we experience the visible world as both a “moment in 
and out of time.” Far from some random occurrence, Eliot’s “distraction fit, lost in a 
shaft of sunlight” is an instance of what Husserl calls Evidenz, that is, an intuitive 
warrant for grasping the visible as the manifestation of something beyond mere per-
ceptibility. Indeed, were it not for this metaphysical principle of analogia, visible  

 46. Gadamer 1993b, 40, 47. 
 47. Eliot 2015, 1:199 (“Dry Salvages,” V, 18–25).
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particulars could never be discerned as significant forms, that is, as harbingers of 
knowledge not yet realized but, instead, would remain so much perceptual flotsam. 
No more than disjointed and opaque sensation, the welter of perceptual data engulf-
ing consciousness at any moment could at most be arranged in some classificatory 
system of our own devising, such as we find in Carl Linné’s Systema Naturae (1735). 
Yet such an approach inevitably remains arbitrary, incomplete, and excessively sta- 
tic in contrast to the dynamic and teleological character exhibited by natural forms 
as unfolded and observed in time. As Goethe and Ruskin were to argue, knowledge 
of such forms does not consist in the imposition of abstract conceptual schemes  
on their appearance. Rather, it requires that the observer discern the intrinsic or- 
ganization of a specific natural entity (Goethe’s plant, Ruskin’s cloud) as disclosed by 
its continually changing appearance. That is, inquiry into natural forms must be 
guided by their distinctive ways of manifesting themselves to the beholder. To un-
derstand the reality and logos of a given species thus begins by “seeing the idea,” as 
Goethe had put it to a skeptical Schiller, in the way that it manifests itself in a specific  
visible form. 

Once this much is accepted and honored in practice, further reflection reveals 
that there has to be an ontological bond, between the visible thing and its invisible 
form. Beginning with Plato and pseudo-Dionysius and continuing through Aquinas, 
Nicholas of Cusa, all the way to Goethe, von Balthasar, and Przywara, this relation is 
known by the name analogia. It bears stressing that analogia is neither a theoretical 
concept nor a scientific hypothesis. Rather, it is presupposed, and justifiably so, be-
cause of the way that we experience the visible as our principal conduit toward the 
intelligible. The visible, in other words, is never mere sensory “noise” or an ephem-
eral “occurrence,” since the dynamic presence and intuitive reality of form furnishes 
the ontological condition absent which we could not even enter into an epistemic 
relationship with the world of phenomena. Were it not for these Platonic ideas or Ar-
istotelian, substantial forms, the visible could never be experienced as phenomenon 
but would amount to no more than a contingent, isolated apparition devoid of any 
actual or potential meaning. We thus could never see, or seek to understand, a par-
ticular X as, say, a gazelle, a rose, or a windhover. Yet in premising that the visible is 
also potentially intelligible—namely, by dint of its very being rather than as a result 
of social or scientific convention—we implicitly posit an analogy between the neces-
sarily circumscribed phenomenon and its numinous source. That said, it bears re-
membering that the concept of analogia only posits a noncontingent relation between 
the visible and the invisible. It cannot be reduced to a monistic identity, nor can the 
ontological difference that it implies be overcome by a dialectical process. For the 
“relation” (Plato’s pros alla) at issue is ontologically real rather than an abstract no-
tion or heuristic fiction of our own devising. Being a metaphysical principle, that is, 
analogy is not a temporal or “historical” concept and, hence, cannot be dialectically 
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resolved into outright identity or sheer heterogeneity. Instead, it enables us to navi-
gate between the Scylla of pure immanence, which in idolatrous fashion would posit 
the identity of image and object, and the Charybdis of a radically disjunctive, icono-
clast framing of the visible and the invisible as positively antagonistic.48 

Though he does not employ the term itself, Augustine, in the following, eloquent 
passage from one of his sermons, adumbrates the central role of analogia, not only 
for those adhering to a specifically Christian concept of creation, but, like most 
natural philosophers before Augustine and since, crediting the world of natural phe-
nomena as imbued with reason (logos) and, therefore, as potentially intelligible.

Question the beauty of the earth, question the beauty of the sea, question the 
beauty of the air, amply spread around everywhere, question the beauty of the 
sky, question the serried ranks of the stars, . . . question all these things. They all 
answer you, ‘Here we are, look; we’re beautiful.’ Their beauty is their confession.49

Like Plato before him and Cusa, Goethe, Ruskin, and Hopkins later on, Augustine 
here posits that phenomena have agency; they speak or, more precisely, they “an-
swer” us by focusing and enriching our gaze. Their figural eloquence and abundant 
beauty, which the beholder will intuit in sky, stars, and so much more, leave no doubt 
that seeing is, at its best, our way of entering into dialogue with the invisible logos 
and of participating in it by responding and honoring its myriad visible forms. 
Hence, what we call “image” is not a special case of the visible but, instead, names its 
very essence. Far from being a derivative of material things, a second-tier kind of 
“representation” (mimēsis) as Plato still argues in Book 10 of the Republic, the image 
offers the most vivid concretion of the metaphysical principle of analogy. It mediates 
for us a reality with which it is inextricably entwined, yet with which it can never 
fully coincide. As so often, Pascal puts the matter most succinctly when observing, 
“La nature a des perfections, pour montrer qu’elle est l’image de Dieu; et des défauts, 
pour montrer qu’elle n’est que l’image”50 Given its timeless quality, the analogical re-
lation of the image vis-à-vis what it depicts can neither harden into a logical an- 
tinomy nor dialectically resolve into an identity; for either “resolution” would once 
again place it in finite time. Instead, being implicitly premised on the metaphysical 
principle of analogy, the image keeps the visible and the invisible in an ontological 

 48. For a fuller discussion of the principle of analogia, particularly in the context of Goethe, 
Ruskin, and Maximus the Confessor, see chs. 5–7 below. On the concept of analogia, see especially 
Betz, in Przywara 2014, 30–114; White 2011, 246–79; von Balthasar 1991, 613–27.

 49. Augustine 1993, 71 (Sermon 241). 
 50. “Nature has perfections, to show that it is the image of God; and it has flaws, to show that 

it is but the image” (Pascal 1954, 1200; #416).
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and productive tension (not an opposition), a tension that expresses itself at all times 
in the beholder’s “consciousness of difference” between image and object. 

That said, we shall also find that in most of the writers here considered (pseudo-
Dionysius, Cusa, Ruskin, Hopkins, Rilke, among others), the image will forever 
strive to overcome its felt distance and estrangement from the invisible reality that it 
mediates. Yet this the image can never definitively accomplish, as any attempt of that 
kind would set it on a path toward idolatry, namely, by attempting to simulate or sub-
stitute itself for its object. Indeed, the only way that the ontological difference be-
tween image and object can be effectively bridged is for the image to suspend itself 
by slowly gravitating toward an aniconic condition and, as it were, asymptotically ap-
proaching the numinous. Byzantine icon theorists such as John of Damascus and 
Theodore the Studite understood this very well, though the same gravitational pull 
of the image toward the imageless can also be traced in the intellectual and artistic 
development of Ruskin, Hopkins, and Rilke. 

Phenomenology

As already noted, the languages of metaphysics and phenomenology ought to be 
viewed as complementary. For just as being discloses itself, however fleetingly and 
imperfectly, in the order of appearance, so phenomenological talk of “appearances” 
whose essence consists in their being “experienced” (Husserl: die Erscheinungen er- 
scheinen nicht, sie werden erlebt) only signifies if what appears is the manifestation of 
something beyond all appearance. Thus, an analysis of the world’s “immediate given-
ness in intuition” rests on certain metaphysical presuppositions that phenomeno-
logical reflection is uniquely positioned to help us draw out. One such presupposition 
already mentioned and of overriding significance for this book’s argument concerns 
the principle of analogia. Yet this principle of a qualified analogy between the visible 
and the invisible ought not be conceived as something merely notional but, instead, 
must disclose itself in the phenomenology of visual experience. A metaphysical pos-
tulate par excellence, the analogy between the visible and the invisible must register 
as a kind of intuitive certitude, that is, in the specific and significant manner in which 
the givenness of the world registers in experience. Tracing the latter dynamic is, of 
course, what phenomenological description is all about; or, in Robert Sokolowski’s 
pithy formulation, “phenomenology is reason’s self-discovery in the presence of intel- 
ligible objects.” What manifests itself in appearance is never raw unorganized mat- 
ter but, always, a distinctively organized form. It is this conjunction of appearance 
and form that carries both metaphysical and phenomenological implications. Thus 
“‘Being’ is not just ‘thing-like’ . . . [but] involves disclosure or truth, and phenome-
nology looks at being primarily under its rubric of being truthful.” It bears recalling 
that the Greek word for “form” (eidos = “that which is seen”) is directly related to the 
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act of “seeing” (eidō) and, proximately, to the older Greek word for “image” (eidōlon). 
The experiential reality of sight thus presupposes a metaphysical concept of form, 
since it is only on this premise that seeing can be phenomenologically understood as 
a significant act rather than a random occurrence; or as Sokolowski puts it, “‘form’ is 
the principle of disclosure in things.”51

Absent some phenomenological description of our encounter with form, and of 
consciousness and phenomenon as mutually constitutive realities, metaphysical 
speculation about Being would remain just that, speculation. The present study thus 
regards the discursive traditions of metaphysics and phenomenology as substan- 
tially interdependent and historically continuous. Indeed, as is by now well under-
stood, the phenomenological tradition spanning from Husserl via the early Hei- 
degger and Merleau-Ponty to its (mostly French) inflection in the work of Chrétien, 
Henry, and Marion constitutes a unique development in modern thought. For it is 
the only philosophical movement whose mode and aims of inquiry sharply diverge 
from modernity’s otherwise dogmatic commitment to a language of strict imma-
nence reflected in the many competing -isms (skepticism, empiricism, historicism, 
materialism, psychologism, positivism, reductionism) that have dominated the past 
two centuries in particular.52 That modern phenomenology should so explicitly have 
parted ways with virtually every other epistemological approach reflects its under-
lying metaphysical commitments. For even as Husserl for one often professes him- 
self agnostic about such matters, the very possibility of phenomenological reflec- 
tion rests on the logos principle; that is, it premises that “experience . . . has its own 
structure. It is what is present here that is in unity with what is not present, both  
are indispensable, and we simultaneously know about both, about this unity. This 

 51. Sokolowski 2000, 4, 65. This is not the place to delve into Husserl’s shifting and equivocal 
position vis-à-vis metaphysical realism. For a balanced discussion of the issue, see Zahavi (2003), 
who, cautiously, “favors” a reading of Husserl as “conced[ing] that metaphysical problems are real 
problems. Even after introducing the concept of “bracketing” (epochê) in 1907 and, henceforth, 
professing himself agnostic about things as “real existents” outside of intentionality, Husserl’s project 
remains caught up in metaphysical issues. In fact, “phenomenology is not a theory about the merely 
appearing, . . . [for] appearances are not mere appearances. For how things appear is an integral part 
of what they really are” (27, 55).

 52. It is in Husserl’s 1935 Prague lectures published as Crisis of European Sciences that modern 
phenomenology is for the first time differentiated from other philosophical and intellectual 
movements. Portraying it as a third way of sorts, Husserl there seems rather less anxious to eschew 
classical metaphysics than to point out the dangers of the strictly immanent and instrumental 
concept of knowledge ushered in by the scientific revolutions of the seventeenth century; see Husserl 
1970, 3–100 (§§ 1–27). For subsequent meta-reflections on the aims and underpinnings of modern 
phenomenology by some of its eminent representatives, see Gadamer 1987, 105–46; Marion 2002b, 
1–29; and for a sharply critical reflection on French phenomenology’s “theological turn,” Janicaud’s 
wide-ranging introduction (Janicaud 2000, 3–103); for a historical genealogy of early twentieth-
century phenomenology in relation to modern Catholic thought, see Baring 2019, 23–147.
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unity cannot come from experience; rather, it is the ‘structure’ that precedes it.” As 
Jan Patočka goes on to note, “In what manifests itself we always have, in some way, 
the whole, and manifesting itself . . . constantly points to some kind of whole. We are, 
so to speak, embedded within this manifesting.” Whereas the majority of modern 
epistemological projects seeks to produce conceptual warrants for knowledge based 
on the assumption that mind and world, taken as such, belong to essentially distinct 
domains, phenomenology takes the obverse approach. Premising an ontological co-
ordination of consciousness and object, its descriptive and reflective practice aims to 
draw out that antecedent, metaphysical fact in the domain of experience. Not frag-
mentation but integration is its aim, or, as Patočka writes, phenomenology “wants to 
derive results . . . that are metaphysical.”53

Nevertheless, the mere fact that the coordination of mind and world needs to  
be retrieved and made explicit at all also indicates that consciousness is fundamen-
tally estranged from the fullness of meaning so unexpectedly revealed to it in intu- 
ition. For intuition delivers infinitely more than what quotidian “natural conscious-
ness” takes itself to be perceiving; or, as Marion notes, the “happening phenomenon” 
is marked by an “excess” of givenness over and above what we foresee or predict it to 
contain.54 The underlying motif here is evidently Platonic in origin, involving a pri-
mal sense of “wonder” (thaumazein [Theaetetus 155d]), which in turn issues in the 
soul’s estrangement from Being and its eventual retrieval of the idea that had brought 
forth the “happening phenomenon” in the first place. Hence it is that Plato charac-
terizes the moment of genuine thought as a case of “remembering” (anamnein), as 
something that wells up within us rather than being produced by an intellect suppos-
edly free of any metaphysical presuppositions whatsoever. As William Desmond 
puts it, properly speaking, 

we do not think; we are startled into thinking, as an access of light or under-
standing, or fresh astonishment or perplexity, comes to flare up in us. We cannot 
“project” ourselves into such startlement. . . . The best thought always surprises, 
and less by its own self as thinking [than] by what is being given to selving for 
thought. Thought is a being overcome by what is thought-worthy, a being struck 
into mindfulness: the thought-worthy comes over us first, and we are called be-
yond ourselves. And, of course, that at all we are called into this porosity in 
thinking can itself become an occasion of astonishment.55

The underlying quality of thought thus has us open ourselves to what until now has 
neither been thought nor indeed imagined. Put differently, thought is both the cause 

 53. Patočka 2002, 23, 20, 33.
 54. See Marion 2002b, 30–53.
 55. Desmond 2012, 106.
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of a certain estrangement of mind from its comfort zone and, by dint of its re- 
sponsive discernment of what is “thought-worthy,” also remedies that condition. The 
same archetypal pattern of withdrawal and return (exitus/reditus) characteristic of 
thought extends from the writings of Plato and Plotinus via patristic writers into  
the medieval mystical tradition where it becomes enmeshed with a conception of es-
chatological vision that is considered in chapter 3. From there, the pattern extends  
to Nicholas of Cusa and the fifteenth-century Platonist revival into the writings of 
Goethe and, indeed, modern phenomenology. The continuity in question, yet also  
its challenge, is provocatively stated in Patočka’s Plato and Europe, where he notes 
how “man as the exponent of phenomenon pays dearly for this privileged position in 
the whole universe. He pays dearly, for while he is conscious of the whole, that this 
totality shows and manifests itself to him, he also sees his own eccentricity, that  
he has fallen out from the center, that he . . . as the caretaker of the phenomenon is at  
the same time the only creature who knows that its phenomenal domain has an  
end.” Startling here is Patočka’s appraisal of our confrontation with the phenomenon 
as a burden insofar as we find ourselves overwhelmed by its abundant nature, which 
he suspects will ultimately prove both inexhaustible and inescapable. For it is this 
very “awareness that man is a creature of truth—which means of the phenomenon—
and that this is his damnation.”56

Still, those very phenomena that infuse the beholder’s consciousness with a  
profound sense of its “eccentricity” and estrangement from the very truth that is our 
ultimate telos are never mere symptoms of “damnation.” They are also, always, a 
source of potential redemption. Not only, that is, may consciousness respond to the 
gift that is the “happening phenomenon,” but inasmuch as intuition allows itself to 
be absorbed by a phenomenon’s abundant givenness, consciousness is freed to par-
ticipate in the visible, not as an inventory of inert objects or conceptual “positings” 
(Setzungen), but as the self-manifestation of their invisible, numinous source. The 
phenomenological project of retrieving consciousness as always already absorbed in 
the phenomenal world, rather than diffidently looking at it from outside, bears a 
close affinity to what Orthodox Christianity terms kenôsis. Here “to be conscious is 
not to be in time,” as Eliot puts it in Four Quartets. Likewise, his attention drawn by 
blades of grass evenly bent by the weight of “crisp, gritty snow,” G. M. Hopkins writes 
in his notebook: “I saw the inscape freshly, as if my eye were still growing.”57 Such  
elision of subjective desires, fears, and projections is by no means anti- or irrational. 
Indeed, “intuition” (Anschauung) in the way that phenomenology from Husserl to 
Marion tends to deploy the term is the very apotheosis of consciousness, not its  
antonym. What the phenomenological, theological, and literary voices considered in 

 56. Patočka 2002, 34–35. 
 57. Eliot 2015, 1:181 (“Burnt Norton,” II, 38); Hopkins, HCW III:544. 
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this study always reject, then, are not consciousness and reason but their illicit 
conflation with finite, discursive practice, which causes the reality of experience to 
be reduced to whatever conceptually warranted assertions we feel entitled to make 
about it. In fact, as Gadamer observes, “experience in its deeper sense . . . is never 
merely a confirmation of expectations [Erfahrung ist niemals bloße Bestätigung].”  
Or, to quote Eliot again, all merely discursive “knowledge imposes a pattern, and  
falsifies, / For the pattern is new in every moment, / And every moment is a new and 
shocking / Valuation of all we have been.”58 

By now, we begin to see why a medial phenomenology of the image of the kind 
here proposed cannot be guided by a modern concept of the “art image” as it arose in 
the Renaissance and was consolidated by Enlightenment and Romantic aesthetics in 
whose long shadow we still find ourselves today. What renders such a framework in-
apposite and, ultimately, misleading is its construal of beauty as an effect of the aes-
thetic work rather than its source, which in turn results in a creeping disaggregation 
of the beautiful from the true and the good or, at most, a qualified (Hegelian) con-
strual of beauty as but the provisional scaffolding of a truth properly “realized” (ver-
wirklicht) only in conceptual form. Indeed, Hegel’s systematic account of art in its 
successive historical permutations also reveals how, from the extrinsic perspective of 
speculative dialectics, “aesthetic consciousness is always secondary to the immediate 
truth-claim that proceeds from the work of art itself. . . . This alienation [Entfrem-
dung] into aesthetic judgment always takes place when we have withdrawn ourselves 
and are no longer open to the immediate claim of that which grasps us.”59 Not only 
does a formal aesthetic or art historical approach estrange us from the truth-value of 
the artwork, but it also obscures the spiritual intuition absent which the work would 
never have come into being in the first place. Indeed, like their (Neo)Platonist and 
patristic forebears, the writers considered in part 2 (Goethe, Ruskin, Hopkins, Cé-
zanne, and Rilke) all understand the beautiful as real because and insofar as it is in-
dexed to the true rather than to ephemeral aesthetic ideals or conventions of taste. 
Beauty, Plato insists, is not, at least not principally, a function of what appears but, 
rather, is entwined with the event of phenomenality as such. It is in “beautiful colors 
and shapes,” not the representational contents they mediate, that the beautiful in- 
heres; and inasmuch as the beautiful mediates the true and the good, Plato takes care 
to disaggregate beauty from pictorial mimesis: “By the beauty of a shape [skematōn], 
I do not mean what the many might presuppose, namely, that of a living being or  
of a picture [zōgraphēmatōn].” As we shall see, the later Plato quite emphatically  
considers mediation—that is, the self-manifestation of the idea in visible form—as 

 58. Gadamer 2007, 200; Eliot 2015, 1:187 (“East Coker,” II, 34–37). 
 59. “What is the aesthetic consciousness when compared to the fullness of what has already 

addressed us” (Gadamer 1976, 5, 8 / 1993b, 220, 223).
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ontologically warranted rather than as a metaphysical defect: “We notice that the 
force of the good has taken refuge in an alliance with the nature of the beautiful.”60

If the beautiful pivots on what Plato calls the “coming-into-being” (genesis eis 
ousian) of the good and the true in a specific appearance, then our encounter of the 
image holds significance only insofar as we intuit it as manifestation rather than rep-
resentation; which in turn invalidates the persistent attempts of Enlightenment and 
Romantic aesthetics to assimilate the image to the order of semblance and to dilute 
the ontological truth that it mediates either in the discourse of sensation, expres- 
sivity, or in historical and sociological analyses of styles and tastes.61 Profoundly 
aware that “art is not an alternative to the natural world but an intensification of its 
operations,” Goethe, Ruskin, Hopkins, Cézanne, and Rilke all understand their art, 
not as the production of pictures, but as their way of responding to the summons of 
the image as it has given itself in intuition.62 Far from an anthropocentric contriv-
ance, the work of art (ergon) acknowledges and preserves the charism of the phe-
nomenon in objective form. Goethe’s botanical sketches, his aphorisms and didactic 
lyrics (e.g.,“The Metamorphosis of Plants”), Ruskin’s writings on Turner or his draw-
ings of rocks and ferns, and Hopkins’s nature sonnets of the late 1870s all bear wit-
ness to the real as it discloses itself in the image seen rather than a picture or verbal 
artifact contingently envisioned. Witnessing here takes the form of heightened atten-
tion to the “happening” phenomenon and, thus, honoring the visible things whose 
beauty, as Augustine had put it, is also their confession. Such attention is no more  
a mere coefficient of optics, image resolution, and acuity of sight than it is a func- 
tion of the will. Instead, as Simone Weil so poignantly argues, attention pivots on  
the maximal suspension of desire and will: “Attention consists in suspending our 
thought, leaving it detached, empty, and ready to be penetrated by the object.” Like 
the practice of humility, patience, and empathy, attention is prima facie cultivated as 
a habit, for “we do not obtain the most precious gifts by going in search of them  
but by waiting for them.”63 Noting the myriad distinct phenomena that come forth 

 60. Plato 1997, 454 (Philebus 51b–c, 64e).
 61. Plato 1997, 414 (Philebus 26d). “Aletheia does not simply mean unconcealment. Certainly, 

we say that ‘it’ comes forth, but the coming forth itself has something peculiar about it. This 
peculiarity consists in the fact that the work of art presents itself in such a way that it both conceals 
itself and at the very same time authenticates itself ” (Gadamer 2007, 214). On the vexed relation of 
modern (Kantian) aesthetics to the Platonic tradition, see Pfau 2021.

 62. Alloa 2017, 65.
 63. Students in school will succeed to the extent that they exclude all extraneous concerns 

(“good marks, pass[ing] examinations,” etc.) from their mental space and “apply[] themselves 
equally to all their tasks, with the idea that each one will help to form in them the habit of that 
attention which is the substance of prayer” (Weil 1977, 46, 49). On the mystical undertow of Weil’s 
concept of attention, see Chevanier 2012, 46–51; Hellman 1982, 82–89.
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during Spring—“Thrush’s eggs [that] look little low heavens” and “glassy peartree 
leaves”—Hopkins emphasizes the need to see and participate in these things before 
the image offered to intuition has been obscured by conceptual schemes and socio-
cultural filters: “Have, get before it cloy / Before it cloud.”64 Thus, where we seek to 
know, both the world and ourselves, we must have first seen; and whatever we may 
come to know will have been decided in advance by the quality of our visual atten-
tion to the real as it gives itself in phenomenal form. 

Insofar as the experience of images issues in fundamental (“eidetic”) intuitions 
of being, it also reveals the lineaments of the beholder’s intellectual and spiritual  
constitution, both present and future. A recurrent motif throughout this book thus  
is that, ultimately, any encounter with an image reveals something about its be- 
holder rather than the latter passing “aesthetic judgment” on the image. While trac-
ing the subtle and complex interplay of visuality and cognition across a spectrum  
of different genres of writing, disciplines of inquiry, and within distinct conceptual 
and disciplinary traditions, my argument also attends to another aspect of “image- 
consciousness” often ignored by modern inquiry, namely, its essential incommen- 
surability with Cartesian or Kantian models of consciousness as self-possession. In 
fact, both theological and phenomenological accounts of visual cognition from Plato 
and Plotinus via Dionysios and Bonaventure to Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, and Marion 
have time and again emphasized that how an image registers in consciousness proves 
inseparable from its transformative impact on that consciousness. Transformation, 
be it in the Platonic sense of metanoia, the Augustinian sense of conversio, or the 
Ovidian-Goethean sense of metamorphosis or Verwandlung, always unveils a hid-
den and essential potentiality within being as such. Unlike externally induced, me-
chanical “alteration,” transformation is essentially “a transformation into the true,” as 
Gadamer calls it. To say that transformation unveils the truth of a given being is not, 
however, to oppose such truth to a thing’s contingent appearance. On the contrary, 
the numinous dimension of being, its truth and reality, positively demands that it 
manifest itself in or, rather, through the play of appearance. The true is always en-
meshed with the infinite fecundity of what it means for being to “appear” (Gk. phain-
esthai; Ger. erscheinen) and manifest itself in the first place. Yet by the same token, 
our grasp of truth and reality necessarily remains precarious and incomplete. This 
volatility at the heart of all appearance, the way it oscillates between illusion or reve-
lation, becomes apparent wherever philosophical, theological, and literary writing 
reflects on how consciousness tends to be both informed and transformed by its 
interaction with images. 

 64. HCW 130–31. As the German lyricist Eduard Mörike had put it, “Now my soul is like a 
crystal / That, as yet, no false ray of light has struck [Einem Kristall gleicht meine Seele nun, / Den 
noch kein falscher Strahl des Lichts getroffen]” (Mörike 1997, 2:665; emphasis mine).  
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It is this emphatically constructive aspect of transformative vision that would 
have us push back against Patočka’s one-sided appraisal of phenomenality as evi-
dence of the human being’s calamitous estrangement from Being, indeed its “damna-
tion.” For what is crystallized in the medium of the image (eikōn) also constitutes a 
source of the beholder’s transformation and potential redemption. At its best, where 
our gaze receives the image with gratitude and humility, attending to the visible pre-
cisely as it gives itself in intuition, it ends up releasing consciousness from the thrall-
dom of time distended by desire. This holds true not only for the artist’s intuitive 
encounter with the phenomenal world but also for the beholder of the visual or ver-
bal artwork capturing that very encounter, as well as the reflections to which it gave 
rise. Merleau-Ponty’s lucid phenomenological description of what it is like to see a 
painting resonates with Ruskin’s and Rilke’s accounts of their transformative encoun-
ters with Turner and Cézanne, respectively: “I would be hard pressed to say where 
the painting is I am looking at. For I do not look at it as one looks at a thing, fixing it 
in its place. My gaze wanders within it as in the halos of Being. Rather than seeing  
it, I see according to, or with it.”65 At the heart of the arguments here unfolded, then, 
is not “the image” as a specialized form of representation but as a catalyst of fo- 
cused attention and a source of open-ended reflection. As Dostoevsky’s juxtaposi-
tion of a covetous and a transformative gaze clearly means to teach us, the image is 
prima facie not an object but an agent. It not only confronts but, potentially, also re-
constitutes and transforms its beholder in ways liable to emerge as focal points for a  
second-order reflective awareness and interpretive practice. 

Hermeneutics

The last observation also indicates that a phenomenology of visual attention, how-
ever exacting, can account for the intuitive knowledge wrought by our interaction 
with images only formally but not for its specific contents. For what is given in intu-
ition and subsequently worked through by the gaze as it “wanders . . . in the halos  
of Being” must in turn be fulfilled in articulate speech or writing, which is always 
contextually embedded. A phenomenology of image-consciousness cannot remain 
neutrally descriptive, as Husserl appears to think, but must be complemented by  
hermeneutic practice. Yet to insist that “the so-called givenness cannot be detached 
from its interpretation” and, consequently, to stress the “universality of hermeneu-
tics” is not at all to expose givenness as a myth, as Sellars had argued. On the con-
trary, a leitmotif taken on from phenomenology and hermeneutics and underpinning 
this book’s entire argument holds that interpretation is itself a response to the world’s 

 65. Merleau-Ponty 1993, 126.
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givenness in intuition, the latter being an ontological datum impervious to analytic 
second-guessing. Far from a secondary, remedial procedure, interpretation is posi-
tively “called for” by the phenomenon’s distinctive mode of self-manifestation. Just as 
literary and scriptural figuration is fulfilled, not invalidated, in exegetical practice, so 
hermeneutic practice “serves [dient]” the phenomenon by seeking to draw out its in-
trinsic reality and significance.66 When understood as a response to the call of the 
phenomenon’s “givenness,” interpretation can neither supplant what is given in intu-
ition, nor can it expose and “deconstruct” it as a false origin. On the contrary, inter-
pretation takes on faith that the word is not opposed to but continuous with the 
phenomenal world of experience—both being manifestations of one and the same 
logos—and that whatever meanings interpretation may attain are not imposed on 
phenomena but, on the contrary, have been discerned in and by means of them. 

Fundamentally, then, all interpretation is a drawing-out of a reality antecedently 
given and a (necessarily partial and incomplete) attempt at its typological fulfillment. 
As a variously discursive or creative effort at making-explicit the logos that is intrin-
sic to the world of phenomena, hermeneutic practice responds to that world as a gift 
rather than claiming conceptual dominion over it. To the extent that hermeneutic 
practice yields communicable meanings, those engaged in it will have participated in 
what was given in intuition and will have been enriched and transformed by that  
encounter. As sight issues in insight, the phenomenal world is recognized as a gift, 
which by its very nature is honored only when shared with others in writing or 
speech. As we shall see, iconic vision begs to be fulfilled in hermeneutic practice, for 
only so can its import be properly shared with others and, ultimately, unite indi-
vidual beholders in a community of knowledge. For the truth mediated by the image 
can be achieved only if and when it is shared in articulate and notably impersonal 
speech. In its iconic realization, therefore, an image must not be understood as a  
projection of the self but, instead, demands a form of kenôsis, of self-suspension. On 
that premise, the icon institutes and reaffirms a human (liturgical and spiritual) com-
munity that in the Eastern Orthodox and Catholic tradition was always understood 
as more than, and as ontologically prior to, any contingent agglomeration of indi-
viduals, be it a “society,” a “movement,” or a “collective.” In the presence of the image, 
and in undesigning and reverential contemplation of it, the principle of individu-
ation is fundamentally transcended, though not negated, as strictly immanent (and 
incipiently totalitarian) ideologies would have it. Rather, selfhood is suspended on 
behalf of a knowledge that by definition is never a private but always a communal 
achievement. The visible image’s essential orientation toward communicability and 

 66. Gadamer 1993b, 339, 350. As Gadamer has often noted, his concept of philosophical 
hermeneutics seeks to elaborate Heidegger’s analyses of the basic structure of “understanding” and 
“interpretation” (Verstehen und Auslegung); see Heidegger 1996, 134–44 (BT §§ 31–32). 
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community (still tenuously reaffirmed in Kant’s third Critique) is aptly reflected in 
the conciliatory embrace that Prince Myshkin offers to Rogozhin, just as the latter’s 
refusal of it embodies the modern skeptic’s prevaricating stance and his consequent, 
existential isolation.

What, then, are some of the implications of the hermeneutic approach taken in 
this study? A first one, drawn from the foundational arguments of (Neo)Platonist, 
patristic, and Byzantine image theory, shows image and word to be continuous and 
complementary. The philosophical and theological tradition extending from Plato to 
Nicholas of Cusa consistently maintains that what the visible image mediates infi-
nitely exceeds the scope of both pictorial and discursive representation. Rather than 
competing with transcendent Being, the experiential quality of image and vision at-
tests to the gift and event of the real as it is given (but not yet fulfilled) in intuition. 
Anchoring the entire Neoplatonist tradition is the incontrovertible if also incompre-
hensible reality of a lifeworld abounding with specific forms given in experience and 
received as tokens of a knowledge yet to be achieved. What may be legitimately 
placed in doubt, then, is not the ontological fact of givenness but only the representa-
tions and concepts the finite intellect seeks to impose on it. A phenomenological and 
hermeneutic exploration of image-consciousness thus is not, at least not primarily, 
concerned with what is seen but fundamentally builds on the grace and gift that 
things continually appear to us as distinctly “inscaped” presences. The latter reveal 
an essential relation between the logos expressed in appearance as such and the logoi 
of discursive and creative speech concerned with its elucidation. 

From this follows a second implication that will be of concern throughout the 
following pages, namely, that as we respond to the event of phenomenality, our inter-
pretation can do justice to what is given in intuition only if and for as long as it tar-
ries with the specific form whose call it answers. To see is to honor the visible, not to 
supplant it with intellectual notions (or idols) of our own devising. It is here that the 
question of dialectics arises, which has shadowed modern thought for the past two 
centuries. What does it mean to say that the image is “fulfilled”? How do speech or 
writing relate to what Husserl calls “originary intuition” and “image-consciousness”? 
Can a phenomenology of image-consciousness “fulfill” the image without thereby 
“superseding” (aufheben) it in the Hegelian sense? Put differently, can phenomeno-
logical and hermeneutic inquiry be pursued without turning into an immanent, di- 
alectical narrative? For two reasons, the answer to the last question can and should 
be “yes.” Readers of the Phenomenology of Spirit (1807) will recall how, early on in the 
preface, Hegel not only inveighs against the naturalistic and skeptical epistemologies 
of the Enlightenment, but, just as forcefully, against the obverse tendency “in our 
time, [one] as prevalent as it is pretentious”: namely, to claim an “immediate knowl-
edge of the Absolute” that his Romantic contemporaries term “intuition” (Anschau-
ung). For Hegel, navigating between the Scylla of an Enlightenment materialism 
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according to which “sense is so fast rooted in earthly things” and the Charybdis of 
Romantic intuitionism, which seeks “to shroud in a mist the manifold variety of his 
earthly existence and of thought,” is possible only if we learn to grasp history as a di- 
alectical progression. On this view, there is no ontological given, no “fixed point, . . . 
no being, or essence, or a universal in general” that philosophy might claim as its Ar-
chimedean center. Rather, there is only a continuously evolving Subjekt inseparable 
from its discrete historical instantiations, a subject whose reality is incrementally 
“realized” (verwirklicht) by means of its continual “self-movement” (Selbstbewegung). 
The first half of Hegel’s strangely shaped book thus traces a recurrent antinomy be-
tween a particular object bound up with contingent sensation and conscious but un-
reflected perception and the empty universality of thinking that has not yet accounted 
for its own genesis. As it unfolds the dialectical reconciliation of this antinomy across 
many stages of increasing complexity, Hegel’s Phenomenology continually reiterates 
its founding premise, namely, that “Truth has only the concept [Begriff] as the ele-
ment of its existence.”67

Consequently, whatever does not accommodate itself to the determinate  
economy of the Hegelian concept is expunged as literal non-sense, “a mystery with-
out portfolio.” It is this “kataphatic reduction into history, proposition or sign” of all 
human experience and meaning that the following exploration of image and image-
consciousness rejects.68 For whereas dialectics stages the progressive emancipa- 
tion of the “concept” (Begriff) from the realm of historically contingent phenomena 
and discursive practices, a hermeneutics of the image must remain true to the fact 
that what is mediated by the image—be it the Platonic triad or the apophatic God of 
Christianity—forever transcends time-bound, human cognition. That is, the relation 
between the visible and the invisible is ever qualified by the principle of analogy, 
rather than being speculatively framed as an identity accomplished in history. Hence, 
the image as it gives itself in intuition does not contest but, rather, attests to the abso-
lute transcendence of (divine) being. At stake here is the relationship between intu-
ition and time, an issue thrown into relief in chapter 3, which focuses on the relation 
between the visible image and eschatological vision. Hegel, of course, is fully aware 
of this relation and, early in his preface, recalls how long ago people “had a heaven 
adorned with a vast wealth of thoughts and imagery. . . . Instead of dwelling in this 
world’s presence, men looked beyond it, . . . to an other-worldly presence. . . . [They] 
give themselves up to the uncontrolled ferment of [the divine] substance,” imagining 
that “God gives [them] wisdom in sleep.” In the event, “what they receive . . . is noth-
ing but dreams.” Where Neoplatonists and medieval mystics speak of experiences  

 67. Hegel 1977, 5–6, 13, 4. 
 68. O’Regan 2014, 137.
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involving their “spiritual senses” and issuing in a distinctive “intellectual vision” 
(visio intellectualis), Hegel sees but an illusory transcendence arising from a failure of 
dialectical thinking. Visions of transcendence are but so much “rapturous haziness,” 
illicit projections ventured by forms of consciousness that have not yet grasped their 
contingent historical situatedness, or immanence.69

Yet this account is overdrawn. In fact, Hegel’s critique “applies only to unre-
stricted and not christologically regulated apophasis.”70 That is, it only bears on the 
remote, impersonal God of Enlightenment deism, natural theology, and perhaps  
also Schelling’s absolute. Indeed, Hegel can dismiss the image received in intuition as 
hazy and devoid of a conceptual warrant only because he has chosen to elide from 
the outset how that image can be, and indeed has been, realized with the utmost 
focus and clarity by Christ’s human face. Hence, writers such as Julian of Norwich, 
Cusa, Hopkins, or von Balthasar can credibly argue that Christ’s “iconic status does 
not remove mystery so much as focus it.”71 By contrast, Hegel’s dialectical economy 
semiology frames the image as locked in competition with the concept and, thus, as 
lacking determinacy (Bestimmung) and necessarily provisional. Given his commit-
ment to philosophy as a self-authenticating, systemic endeavor, Hegel cannot accept 
the possibility of the image as having separate ontological standing, let alone the pos-
sibility of an “incomprehensible certainty” mediated solely by the image and inacces-
sible to conceptual and discursive reason. Instead, both image and intuition for 
Hegel can only signify as transitional phases within a dialectical progression con-
firming the anthropomorphic and immanent constitution of Reason (Vernunft) and 
Spirit (Geist). As he writes in the Encyclopedia (1818), “For itself, the image is transi-
tory [Das Bild ist für sich vorübergehend].” Once sublated into the realm of pure  
“intelligence,” the image henceforth subsists only as something “internalized / re-
membered” (erinnert) and preserved in quasi-fossilized form in the “subconscious” 
(bewußtlos aufbewahrt). Resembling the nineteenth-century institution of the mu-
seum, Hegelian “intelligence” is only prepared to commemorate the image as some-
thing “no longer existing” (nicht mehr existierend), that is, only as a type of cultural 
“property” (Eigentum) and intellectual “capital” (Besitz).72 Speculative knowledge 
can only be attained at the expense of intuitive experience, just as the space of phe-

 69. Hegel 1977, 5–6. See Desmond 2012, 3–21, 64–86, on Hegel’s insistent foreclosure of 
Platonic “wonder” or “astonishment,” a seemingly inevitable consequence of Hegel’s axiom that “the 
intelligibility of being . . . is unthinkable apart from determinacy” and its implicit “predilection for 
the univocity of being” (14). 

 70. O’Regan 2014, 137.
 71. Balthasar, quoted in O’Regan 2014, 137. As O’Regan goes on to remark, “Although an ab- 

solute necessity of Christian discourse, apophasis is constrained” (137). 
 72. Hegel 1970, 3:259–61 (Encyclopedia, pt. III, §453); for an incisive reading of this section 

from the Encyclopedia, see Derrida 1982, 207–72.
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nomenality is wholly circumscribed by the dominion of the concept. Arduously 
fashioned by the ceaseless “labor of the spirit” (Arbeit des Geistes), the “concept” (Be-
griff) is said to pass through myriad discursive forms and conceptual schemes and,  
in so doing, gradually takes possession of transcendence. On such dialectical reason-
ing, knowledge eo ipso lodges a claim to ownership and dominion over the thing 
known, rather than understanding itself as participating in it. 

Unlike speculative dialectics, hermeneutic practice of the kind also pursued 
throughout this book constitutes more of an ethos than a method. It pivots on our 
receptivity to phenomena as they give themselves in intuition, rather than being seized 
by conceptual means and extruded as a dialectical sequence of “reflexive determi- 
nations.” At its heart, hermeneutic practice acknowledges that, far from being self-
evident and univocal, “the meaning of the determinate has to be interpreted.”73 Put 
differently, hermeneutics does not so much reject Hegel’s conception of Reason (Ver-
nunft) as self-regulating, and of Being’s speculatively self-determinations, as it re-
minds us of the dialogic nature of all philosophical insight. For knowledge does not 
arise out of a play of mutually exclusive, monologic claims and incommensurable 
standpoints. Rather, it presupposes an essential porousness and receptivity presup-
posed by the very notion of rational, specifically human agency, that is, a “willing-
ness to let something communicate itself to us [sich etwas sagen lassen zu wollen].”74 
As a practice that, to an extent, always contains an aleatory element, hermeneutics 
turns on the cultivation of epistemic humility, somewhat analogous to the “cloud of 
unknowing” into which medieval contemplatives seek to enter. On this model, the 
visible forms that give themselves in intuition mediate a reality that is only ever ac-
cessible per analogiam and can never be claimed “in and for itself,” as Hegel would 
have it. 

Phenomenology and hermeneutics thus do not conceive of mediation as a 
matter of historical contingency, that is, as provisional scaffolding waiting to be dis-
assembled once speculative reason, having parsed being and appearance, pronounces 
the world as exhaustively “determined” (bestimmt). The drama of phenomenality, of 
manifestation as an irreducible event, reminds us that we must not “identify intelli-
gibility, indeed being at all, with determinacy” and that appearance is an integral, not 

 73. Desmond 2012, 35; as Desmond puts it later on, the “point is not to deny the necessity of 
concepts, it is to question whether Hegel’s concept as self determining thought can be the last word, 
or indeed the first” (73).

 74. Gadamer 1993a, 6. Recently, Rita Felski has argued for the value of “remaining on the 
same plane as my object of study,” for learning to discern the limitations built into a modern 
“hermeneutics of suspicion” by complementing it with a “hermeneutics of trust, of restoration, of 
recollection.” Doing so, she notes (in ways echoing Simone Weil’s ethics of attention), means to 
cultivate our powers of “receptivity, . . . to allow ourselves to be marked, struck, impressed by what 
we read” and, thus, to learn to embrace the text as “cofactor” (Felski 2015, 6, 9, 12). 
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an accidental, feature of “the intimate strangeness of being.” Transposed into a theo-
logical language that will feature prominently throughout this book, this is to say, an 
apophatic account of divine self-concealment in the order of images and, more gen-
erally, appearances, far from constituting an obstacle to be remedied by dialectics, 
furnishes the very source that calls forth and guides all hermeneutic reflection.75 
Hence, when understood as a necessary extension of phenomenological description, 
hermeneutics amounts to a “showing of its own kind; it is a showing-at. . . . Speaking 
is connected fundamentally with perceptual manifesting, for speech after all points 
to things.76 Moreover, only if hermeneutic speech understands itself as responding to 
something antecedently given, as the recipient of a gift rather than claiming posses-
sion of an object, will it be able to give back what it has received from tradition in 
augmented form.77

Finally, a word may be in order as regards this book’s somewhat fluid interdisci-
plinary approach. Prompting this book’s persistent back-and-forth movement be-
tween phenomenological description, literary and art historical, as well as theological 
and philosophical, reflection is the fact that the dynamism of images manifestly ex-
ceeds the scope of any one of these disciplinary formations. For one thing, to probe 
intuitive or “pre-predicative” (Husserl) forms of experience, such as the call-and- 
response relationship between image and consciousness, is to realize that no single 
method is ever adequate to the task at hand. For by its very nature, method is a  
discursive construct, whereas visual cognition is always tinged with (though not  
reducible to) a pre- or extralinguistic, intuitive dimension or what patristic authors 
such as Gregory of Nyssa or pseudo-Dionysius call “spiritual senses.” To reject that 
prediscursive aspect as a priori unreal, simply because it does not accommodate it- 
self to the conceptual schemes and methodological protocols of Cartesian and post-
Cartesian rationality, would obviously beg the question of the image on a grand 
scale. In fact, there always remains in humanistic inquiry, taking that phrase in its 
widest sense, an aleatory and improvisational element that shows the knowledge 
produced to be as much a function of grace and discernment as of some particular 
method. Avoiding the equivocal Greek term technē, which blurs the boundaries be-
tween methodical “making” and inspired “creating,” Hans-Georg Gadamer instead 
opts for the Latin subtilitas so as to distinguish between three distinct yet contiguous 
levels of hermeneutic practice: explication, interpretation, and application. Far from 
considering this state of affairs a predicament, I regard it as an opportunity for her-

 75. Desmond 2012, xxi–xxii.
 76. Patočka 2002, 25. 
 77. “Interpreters do not simply pass on (traditio) but in and through interpretation reveal new 

facets of the phenomenon of Christ and thus ‘give back’ (redditio). This giving back is what makes 
the tradition ever new” (O’Regan 2014, 135); on the concept of tradition, see also MacIntyre 1990, 
170–95; Pfau 2013a, 53–75; Pfau 2017b.
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meneutic discernment and creative reflection that is entirely apposite to this book’s 
topic and, more generally, as something to be embraced rather than resisted. Hence, 
too, this book does not purport to offer a systematic “theory of the image,” nor for 
that matter does it attempt to outline a Neoplatonist or theological account of beauty. 
Instead, theological and philosophical insights are meant to arise more organically 
from a series of focused hermeneutic studies of images and their unique power and 
efficacy.

A Preview (and Some Disclaimers)

Uniting virtually all the writers considered in the following pages is a commitment to 
elucidating the image’s dynamic manifestation rather than taking possession of its 
presumptive contents. It is a commitment to be honored in hermeneutic practice, 
namely, by listening in (empathetically, though not uncritically) on a variety of liter-
ary, philosophical, and theological writings as they parse the visual experience of im-
ages and symbolic forms. Ranging from Plato to Rilke, the works here considered are 
themselves a form of hermeneutic practice rather than the subjective “expression” 
(Ausdruck) of a contingent, inward experience. For they seek to formulate a “state-
ment” (Aussage) about the numinous import of Being as it gives itself—at once ex-
cessively and incomprehensibly—in intuition. It is no accident, then, that most of the 
writers considered in what follows found that giving voice to the specific image and 
vision that so utterly captured their attention required that they free themselves from 
the dominant formal and rhetorical conventions of their respective times. Only if we 
accept that, say, Julian’s Vision of a Devout Woman, Ruskin’s account of Turner in 
Modern Painters I, or Rilke’s lyric emulation of Cézanne’s impersonal style originates 
in an intuitive experience at once ineffably and incontrovertibly true can we disen-
tangle the many layers of meaning alternately converging in a given visual experi-
ence and subsequently parsed in contemplative, lyric, or critical writing. For if it 
were otherwise, and if not only the forms of writing of, say, Maximus, Goethe, Hop-
kins, or Rilke but also the underlying, intuitive experience were merely a function of 
constantly shifting historical and psychological parameters, interpretation would 
find itself confronting outright entropy, not just contingency, and thus would prove 
impossible. In the event, for hermeneutics to approach specific forms as intrinsically 
meaningful and potentially intelligible it must have premised a noncontingent logos 
that specifically reveals itself by means of (contingent) appearance.78

 78. Heraclitus’s insight that “although the logos is common to all, the many live as though 
they had a private understanding” (Kirk, Raven, and Schofield 1983, 187 [Heraclitus, Fragment # 
195]) still resonates in Wittgenstein’s arguments against private language. Nevertheless, a great deal 
of modern epistemological skepticism, positivism, and reductionism continues to entangle itself 
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This much hermeneutics shares with Hegelian dialectics. Yet unlike the latter, 
hermeneutic practice views understanding as an open-ended enterprise whereby a 
finite intelligence may participate in the logos, namely, by dialogically sifting how it 
continually manifests itself in intelligible (visible or textual) forms. As noted before, 
such “participation” (methexis) is inherently aleatory and constantly self-revising, 
ever responsive to the intrinsic richness of the phenomena it engages, rather than in-
strumentalizing its findings for immanent, systemic purposes. Unlike the modern 
conception of method employed in the service of a philosophical system, that is, her-
meneutic practice constitutes an “art” (subtilitas) whose scope of vision is necessarily 
larger, less shrewdly selective than the dialectician’s withering gaze, which considers 
the excess and splendor of phenomena as an obstacle to be cleared and contained by 
increasingly abstract conceptual schemes. By contrast, a hermeneutic engagement of 
past forms of expression and cognition specifically requires us to be maximally alert 
to the phenomenon’s many-layered texture: how it is informed by questions of genre, 
rhetorical convention, pictorial technique, and scriptural, theological, and intellec-
tual subtexts, not to mention its socioeconomic and political embeddedness. Just 
how to calibrate the relative significance of all these factors remains itself a matter of 
judgment, an art honed by practice and informed by experience and, as such, uncon-
strained by methodological or systemic imperatives. 

As I had previously argued in Minding the Modern, humanistic inquiry never 
ought to content itself with abstract generalizations and high-altitude surveys of 
complex intellectual terrain.79 Likewise, the present study also aims to show rather 
than tell, in the sense just sketched, how different genres of writing (poetic, aes- 
thetic, theological, and philosophical) evolving at different points in history respond 
in their own distinctive ways to an ineffable plenitude of meaning manifesting itself  
in the medium of the image. Doing so, however, requires a prismatic, or robustly 
cross-disciplinary, perspective—on art historical, philosophical, theological, literary, 
and more broadly historical matters—that is hard to cultivate and arguably impos-
sible to balance and flesh out to every reader’s satisfaction. While historical develop-
ments and specific debates, as well as ambient “contextual” forces, are intermittently 
flagged throughout this book, my main focus will be on theological and intellectual 
traditions as these inform attempts at conceptualizing the image and accounting for 
its distinctive phenomenology. To that end, the organizing principle of this book 

in a performative contradiction by disavowing a noncontingent logos, which at the same time such 
discourse must presuppose if it is to meet with uptake as an intelligible argument. The metaphysical 
logos principle is a precondition of human inquiry, not its contingent product. 

 79. Pfau 2013a, 64–66, 420–27, 456–60; among the most comprehensive reflections on the 
limits of “method” in scientific and humanistic inquiry are Polanyi 1962 and Gadamer 2006, esp. 
228–35. 
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fuses historical and paradigmatic argument. While the initial two chapters sketch the 
philosophical and theological parameters of image theory in Platonic and Byzantine 
thought, chapters 3–8 overlay the book’s chronological sequence with a paradigmatic 
approach by successively focusing on the image’s eschatological, speculative, sym-
bolic, forensic, liturgical, and epiphanic dimensions. There are several reasons for 
proceeding in this way. Most important, just as metaphysics must be complemented 
by phenomenology, so the latter must be differentiated by a hermeneutic alertness to 
different genres of writing and their formal and historical bearings. Thus, rather than 
front-load the argument with some a priori, monolithic “theory of the image,” the 
first two chapters trace the gradual, at times agonistic evolution of a coherent and en-
during image concept in Platonic, Neoplatonic, and Byzantine writing. As chapter 1 
argues, in his prolonged wrestling with questions of image and mimesis, Plato not 
only discovered their metaphysical underpinnings but  also realized that the numi-
nous Being at the heart of metaphysical inquiry necessarily implies mediation, that  
it must be thought as eternally self-manifesting and self-revealing. Drawing on  
Plotinus, more than Plato, patristic, and Byzantine thought, extends this insight, now  
reframed in fourth- and fifth-century Christological debates that provide earlier 
speculation about image and representation with the emergent motif of the Christ 
icon. Chapter 2 offers a compressed survey of the material and conceptual evolution 
of icon theory, culminating in a robust defense of images during the era of Byzantine 
iconoclasm (AD 726–843) and, finally, in the icon’s formal institution, consecration, 
and integration into liturgical practice during the ninth century. 

Starting in chapter 3, we begin to explore the first of the six paradigms here pre-
sented as a loosely historical sequence, with each one seeking to throw into relief a 
particular set of functions served by images, as well as the specific types of response 
they tend to elicit. In exploring the image under the heading of eschatology, my prin-
cipal concern is with the way that eschatological vision, mediated by images of Christ 
crucified and the pietà motif, stages the irruption of numinous, timeless meanings 
into human, time-bound existence. The chapter begins with a discussion of Augus-
tine’s understanding of time and anagogy. It then considers how the Augustinian 
view of all temporal being as an imago prefiguring its eventual fulfillment beyond 
time is taken up in the mystical writings of Bernard and the Victorine School and, a 
century later, in the writings of Bonaventure. From there, the chapter proceeds to 
consider how the image of Christ crucified focuses eschatological expectancy in Ju-
lian of Norwich’s Vision of a Devout Woman, the so-called short text in which she  
recalls and reflects on her intense vision of Christ at her deathbed. While the mo- 
tivic range of images informing mystical and contemplative writing of the fourteenth 
century tends to be narrow, involving mainly the Man of Sorrows in painted or 
sculpted form, it considerably expands during the fifteenth century. Tracing the shift 
from icons serving communal and liturgical purposes to the emergent genre of the 
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private, “devotional image” (Andachtsbild) in the work of van Eyck, we find the spiri-
tual clarity and urgency so characteristic of Julian’s eschatological vision become  
noticeably blurred and attenuated. A new type of pictorial realism now weakens the 
image’s capacity of mediating transcendence and, instead, shows the visible and the 
invisible to be competing for the same epistemological space. In what is a momen-
tary break with the book’s chronological order, the chapter’s final section considers 
the afterlife and final disintegration of the devotional image in the work of Thomas 
Mann during the first quarter of the twentieth century. His early short story, “Gla- 
dius Dei,” still frames the collapse of eschatological vision as a grotesque-comical en-
counter, pitting a Savonarola-like iconoclast against the hedonistic and decadent 
culture of turn-of-the-century Munich. A decade later, farce turns into tragedy, as 
Mann’s Death in Venice (1912) traces the nefarious impact of fin-de-siècle symbolism 
and its confused metaphysics on the novella’s protagonist, von Aschenbach, whose 
descent into voyeurism and idolatry reflects an unprecedented level of eschatological 
despair. Closing the chapter is a brief discussion of an early thirteenth-century 
wooden pietà in The Magic Mountain (1924), a fitting symbol of grief for Europe’s 
moribund civilization on the eve of World War I. 

At the center of chapter 4 stands Nicholas of Cusa, arguably the dominant philo-
sophical and theological figure of the fifteenth century, whose oeuvre is widely re-
garded as marking the transition from late Scholasticism to Renaissance Platon- 
ism. A fundamental question recurring throughout Cusa’s writings and culminating 
in his most popular work, De Visione Dei (1453), concerns the nature of mystical  
vision, specifically as mediated by an iconic presentation of Christ. Overall, Cusa’s  
oeuvre seeks to move beyond the static antinomy of a rigidly aniconic ideal of piety 
then gaining support among various monastic orders and the laity and the arid ab-
stractions of an increasingly defensive Scholasticism mainly entrenched in the uni-
versities. As he attempts to reconcile practical piety and speculative reason, Cusa 
draws on the Platonic idea of “participation” (methexis) to develop a model of in- 
tellectual vision wherein the Christ icon effects a quasi-phenomenological shift  
of focus, away from the picture seen and toward ascertaining the spiritual quality in-
forming one’s own gaze. If, in Cusa’s well-worn phrase, “seeing and being-seen coin-
cide,” the resulting vision is not merely an individual act, let alone a projection of 
private (likely irrational) spiritual longing, but, instead, founds a spiritual commu-
nity. For even though the icon is uniquely experienced by each individual beholder, 
its transformative power will be found to have always extended equally to all those 
who have submitted to its “omnivoyant” gaze. From the standpoint of hermeneutic 
reflection, the imago seen in the present is transmuted into the figura of a hoped-for 
spiritual community, just as empirical vision is by definition provisional, prefigur- 
ing an aniconic and timeless spiritual fulfillment. To underscore Cusa’s integrative, 
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rather than disjunctive, conception of empirical sight and spiritual vision, the chap-
ter’s final two sections juxtapose his speculative image concept to Leon Battista Al-
berti’s outline of a theory of linear perspective, widely understood to have instituted 
a distinctly modern gaze that aspires to total epistemic dominion over the visible 
while professing utter agnosticism concerning all things invisible. 

With part 2, our exploration of the image and its phenomenology shifts to the 
modern era. Of the principal figures considered—Goethe, Ruskin, Hopkins, and 
Rilke—the first two share a concern with the rise of naturalistic epistemologies and 
the role of visual cognition in the natural sciences. Thus, at the center of chapter 5 
stand the botanical writings and associated maxims and reflections of Goethe. Some 
three hundred years after Cusa, Goethe’s theory of visual intuition, organic process, 
and symbolic form reinstates core elements of Platonism, albeit in a context now 
greatly changed by the rise of mechanist theories of causality and taxonomic models 
of natural form during the Enlightenment. The chapter first considers Goethe’s re- 
habilitation of “appearance” (Erscheinung) and “intuition” (Anschauung) as indis-
pensable sources of knowledge, as well as his relational rather than oppositional 
understanding of morphological “difference” exhibited by all organic form. As is the 
case for Plotinus, Goethe conceives the observer’s experience of dynamically evolv-
ing, natural forms as a case of highly involved “participation” (methexis) rather than 
analytic detachment. As he never tires to stress, apprehending visible form as a pro-
cess of continual self-differentiation or metamorphosis means participating in the 
invisible idea of which such form is a specific and dynamic manifestation. The con- 
tinuity between Cusa and Goethe is palpable here, as are the ways, also considered, 
in which Goethe’s organicism stands apart from Hegelian dialectics. Still, Goethe’s 
model of visual cognition and form qua metamorphosis remains incomplete unless 
the idea purportedly seen can also be “presented” (dargestellt) in analogous, sym-
bolic form. Thus, the chapter’s final section cross-references Goethean metamor- 
phosis with Ovid, and the Goethean symbol with the competing theories of Cas- 
sirer and Bulgakov, the aim being to draw out the objective and metaphysical (rather 
than subjective-aesthetic) implications of “presentation” (Darstellung). Particularly 
in Goethe’s late Maxims and Reflections, the classical principle of analogia—“a pri-
mordial metaphysical kinship” (metaphysische Urverwandtschaft) between symbol 
and logos—resurfaces as the indispensable, ontologically real foundation for aes-
thetic and scientific cognition alike.80

Chapter 6 frames the discussion of image and image-consciousness in the  
context of early Victorian models of scientific and aesthetic realism. Unlike what 

 80. Gadamer 2006, 64.
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happens on the Continent, where social and political concerns shape a new, post- 
Romantic aesthetic, English and Scottish conceptions of realism are closely linked to 
the consolidation of natural science (biology and geology in particular) as a rigo- 
rously inductive, observation-based pursuit. The first section thus traces how Lyell 
and the young Charles Darwin came to understand what Michael Hanby calls “the 
ontological primacy of intelligible things,” that is, form as the indispensable foun- 
dation for gaining access to the real.81 As it turns out, for the scientist to visualize a 
given particular as warranting investigation, the visible thing must already have  
been grasped as the instantiation of its underlying form. Strictly speaking, that is, 
one cannot ever “see” the particular as such, for in the absence of a wider pattern of 
similar kinds, an isolated particular would only confront and confound our gaze 
with unorganized, optical “noise.” As the young Darwin and Ruskin came to realize, 
reality can be seen and understood only as the concrete manifestation of a noncon-
tingent pattern, that is, as the visible manifestation of its species. The concept of a 
species, in other words, is not something imposed on empirically visible forms. 
Rather, it is the ontological precondition absent which eye and mind could never en-
gage in joint and purposeful observation. It is this central, albeit frequently ignored 
tension between a mimetic and a metaphysical notion of “realism”—that is, between 
the image understood as either homologous with or analogous to truth—that the next 
two sections explore in Ruskin’s Modern Painters I (1843) and in his controversial 
lectures on Pre-Raphaelite aesthetics a decade later. Inexorably and painstakingly, 
Ruskin finds himself edging away from a naive concept of pictorial realism (as sheer 
illusionism or hypersimulation) and from the dead end of ekphrastic writing to 
which it would confine the art critic. This evolution correlates with Ruskin’s growing 
interest in the phenomenology of seeing a given image, which he gradually realizes  
is never fungible with the perception of a given object. Seeing constitutes an “event,” 
a witnessing of visual appearance as the manifestation of an invisible, substantive 
form, which Ruskin, ever the passionate defender of Turner’s late works, finds pre-
eminently realized in the modality of color and texture.

Reflecting Ruskin’s enduring influence, while also developing a theologically  
far more profound understanding of the essential affinity between pictorial and 
metaphysical realism, is the central figure of chapter 7, Gerard Manley Hopkins. Yet 
whereas a great deal of criticism has framed Hopkins’s unique if often hermetic writ-
ings in relation to various influences (Scotus, Ignatius, Newman, Darwin, and Ruskin 
being the most prominent), the reading attempted here foregrounds Hopkins’s con-
ceptual, rather than biographical or philological, kinship with two distant theological 
forebears (pseudo-Dionysius and Maximus the Confessor), as well as with phenome-

 81. Hanby 2013, 212. 
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nological arguments formulated only during the decades following his death in  
1889. Accounting for Hopkins’s intensely visual idiom is his exceptional alertness to 
the distinctive organization and dynamic presentation of natural forms. Poetry for 
him does not fashion images so much as it responds to the intrinsic charism of 
natural phenomena, which his notebooks and poetry tend to present as acheiropoi-
etai, images not wrought by human hands. Echoing a long-standing distrust of ab-
straction and generalization that runs through English letters—we think of Locke, 
Blake, Wordsworth, Darwin, Newman, and Ruskin—Hopkins conceives poetic form 
as a verbal analogue of the “inscape” to whose abundant givenness it bears witness. 
With its distinctive cadence, pitch, and (“sprung”) rhythm, lyric speech thus attests 
to, and formally seeks to emulate, the visual experience that had drawn it forth to 
begin with. What allows a visible thing to become the focal point of poetic writing is 
a realization, formulated long before Husserl’s concept of “eidetic intuition” by Duns 
Scotus: namely, that “a thing which is true can be known before its truth is known.”82 
The chapter’s first two sections focus on the formal and phenomenological impli- 
cations of Hopkins’s poetic idiom, which seeks to capture the reality with which a 
visible thing elicits and shapes our attention and, in time, issues in a lyric form “writ-
ten expressly for the image’s sake.”83 As it turns out, the concept of form and experi-
ence that, starting with his studies at Balliol College and later confirmed by his 
readings of Duns Scotus, Hopkins steadily refines anticipates a major shift in mod-
ern phenomenology, namely, from a modal to an eidetic concept of necessity. No 
longer, that is, does a thing’s essence consist in the “general properties” (Wesensallge-
meinheiten) that we may predicate of it by relying on logical categories. Instead, the 
essentiality of a thing inheres in its unique way of giving itself in intuition, what Hus-
serl will term “eidetic necessity” (Wesensnotwendigkeit). Pivoting from philosophical 
to theological concerns, the final two sections explore deep affinities between Hop-
kins’s liturgical conception of seeing the natural world and the strict apophaticism of 
pseudo-Dionysius and Maximus the Confessor. Of particular concern here is their 
reliance (shared by Hopkins) on analogia as the principle by which to avoid framing 
the relation between divine being and finite appearance either in antinomian terms 
(Gnosticism) or as one of outright identity (Pantheism). 

The book’s final chapter takes up a phase in European thought and culture, 
roughly between 1905 and 1912, when the image concept underwent a profound re-
valuation in early modernist painting and poetry, just as Husserl begins to formulate 
his comprehensive outline of phenomenology as a new philosophical method. Unit-
ing these developments is a shared concern with accessing the very foundations of 
sensory and intuitive experience that, as representatives of high modernism argued, 

 82. Scotus 1987, 99.
 83. HCW II:559.
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had been occluded by late Romantic, realist, and fin-de-siècle symbolist aesthe- 
tics: namely, sound, rhythm, color, and texture. Undergirding modernism’s guarded 
quest for an epiphanic image concept is a concern with unveiling both being and  
its experience as a holistic event rather than as an inert “object” or a contingent  
psychological “state.” The chapter’s first section examines Husserl’s 1905 lectures on  
“image-consciousness,” arguably the ground zero for phenomenology’s proposed 
shift of focus, away from the “perception of things” (Dingwahrnehmung) and toward 
the experience of perception itself (Erlebniswahrnehmung). Not by accident, it was 
this scrutiny of image and “image-consciousness” (Bildbewußtsein) that allowed 
Husserl to formulate his concept of phenomenology between 1905 and 1907, just as 
exploring the charism of visible things enabled Rilke to overcome his residual sym-
bolist allegiances and evolve the pointedly objective style of his New Poems (1907/8). 
What Rilke calls “the quiet redemption of the thing’s very being” (des Dingseins leise 
Erlösung)—to be achieved by a new “plainspoken” poetic idiom (sachliches Sagen)—
was in large measure the fruit of his encounter with the works of Rodin and Cé-
zanne.84 Particularly the latter’s oeuvre modeled for Rilke a “new” conception of the 
image whose premodern, metaphysical, and theological underpinnings he had first 
glimpsed during his travels in Russia.85 Rather than being framed as the willed pro-
duction of visible novelties, the “image” at the heart of Rilke’s “Thing-Poems” (Ding- 
gedichte) constitutes itself in our pre-predicative response to the world’s abundant 
phenomenality and absolute givenness in intuition. Grounded in what Merleau-
Ponty will later call “perceptual faith,” early modernist sculpture, painting, and lyric 
thus evolve forms aimed at stabilizing this givenness of the world qua image.86 The 
chapter’s final section picks up on a shift in Rilke’s lyric oeuvre starting around 1912 
that closely resembles a dynamic previously observed in Julian, Cusa, and Hopkins: 
namely, the gradual evolution of the image from a visible mediation of the invisible 
toward its outright self-suspension. Increasingly ill at ease with “an intellectual ap-
propriation of the world that so utterly relies on the eye,” Rilke after 1912 begins to 
detach the (lyric) image from its perceptual moorings in three-dimensional, Euclid-
ian space and, instead, outlines an increasingly aniconic poetics situated in a non-
Euclidian, imaginary space that he calls Weltinnenraum.87

While this study covers a fair amount of ground in mostly chronological  
fashion, it does not purport to offer a linear survey of a theological, philosophical, let 

 84. KA 4:424, 624.
 85. On the formative impact of Russian icon theology on Rilke’s “pre- and post-revelatory 

poems” and poetics, see Cushman 2002 (quote from 88).
 86. Merleau-Ponty 1968, 28. 
 87. KA 2:504.
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alone art historical kind. Instead, it is conceived as a study of paradigmatic image 
concepts, their diverse material and medial realization, and likewise changing ac-
counts of image experience variously advanced in discursive (philosophical and 
theological) and creative writing. By concentrating on the eschatological, specu- 
lative, symbolic, forensic, liturgical, and epiphanic dimension of images, this book 
leaves a sizable gap extending from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, an omis-
sion for which at least some rationale ought to be tendered. The main reason for this 
lacuna is a near-inverse ratio between that period’s immense formal innovation and 
technical proficiency as regards the painted picture and its pointedly uncurious and 
often antimetaphysical conception of the image. James Simpson has written insight-
fully on eighteenth-century aesthetic theory as a crypto-iconoclast practice aimed  
at neutralizing the image’s metaphysical and theological dimensions. Thus, the peri-
od’s emergent practice of collecting art “is in part produced as a place of asylum  
from iconoclasm. It offers the secular space in which we are permitted to contem-
plate images. Even as that asylum was being shaped, however, it registered, and at-
tempted to neutralize, the dangers of the image.” Remarking on the Protestant ori- 
gins of Enlightenment aesthetic theory, Simpson further observes how “taste, with 
its focus on form, is a strategy . . . designed to look at Rome again. But one could only 
look at Rome by neutralizing its power to enthrall. Focus on the form, ignore the 
content. . . . The category of the aesthetic is itself, in sum, a historical product of 
iconoclasm.”88 While approaching the issue from a nearly obverse position, Georges 
Didi-Huberman ends up telling a similar story of the art image’s progressive as- 
phyxiation by theories of painting and academic art history from Vasari to Panofsky. 
Summarizing his critique of Panofsky, he notes that 

“humanism” . . . acts . . . like a magic and pacifying word. It passes triumphantly 
from the status of object of study to that of theoretical program—congruent 
with that object. . . . The history of art, when it calls itself a “humanistic disci-
pline,” does nothing but appeal to synthesis, but conjure away all the violence, 
deception, and “inhumanity” that images are—and always have been—able to 
foment. The history of art as a “humanistic discipline” does nothing but trace a 
magic circle, within which it . . . recreates images in the image of its own thought: 
its humanistic Idea of art.89 

 88. Simpson 2010, 116–54 (quotes from 120, 133).
 89. Didi-Huberman 2005, 85–138; quote from 117. As Adorno had remarked, in the wake 

of Renaissance humanism and Enlightenment aesthetics, “artworks are neutralized and thus 
qualitatively transformed epiphanies” from which “apparition, the heavenly vision . . . has been 
driven out without a trace” (1997, 80).
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Few works better exemplify this quarantining of the image within a strictly  
immanent and sharply circumscribed pictorial rhetoric than Shaftesbury’s essay, 
“Historical Draught or Tablature,” and his accompanying “Letter concerning De- 
sign” (1712), intended as commentary on a large drawing, The Judgment of Hercules 
(fig. I.3). Tellingly, the drawing was produced (by Paolo de Matteis of Naples) in ac-
cordance with Shaftesbury’s precise written specifications; in other words, the pic-
ture Shaftesbury conceives as the ideal embodiment of Enlightenment art and taste 
strictly aims to complement an anthropocentric concept of “design” first conceived 
in discursive and only then rendered in pictorial form. With intellection now pre-
ceding intuition, a wedge has been driven between vision and perception, image and 
picture. The visible no longer mediates the invisible but, in merely pictorializing an 
antecedent concept, actually means to safeguard against the possibility that images 
might open vistas on nonconceptual, numinous meanings. Such confident repurpos-
ing of the visible for strictly immanent ends also resonates in Shaftesbury’s urbane 
prose style, which does much to domesticate the Enlightenment image within a pre-
established pictorial rhetoric (“the heroick Style”) and a likewise settled, neoclassical 
ideal of spatiotemporal finitude (“Unity of Time and Action”). 

On Shaftesbury’s account, an image is legitimated only insofar as it reflects an 
antecedent design and, being wholly cleansed of all visual excess, reinforces strictly 
anthropocentric symmetries. There is to be nothing “contrary to Order, contrary to 
the History, and to the Decorum, or Decency of Manners.” Indeed, in its rigid formal 
and rhetorical organization, Shaftesbury’s ideal “Tablature” seems above all designed 
to purge phenomenality of all excess; and the artist shall “do his utmost to diminish 
and reduce the excessive Gaiety and Splendor of . . . Objects, which wou’d otherwise 
raise such a Confusion, Oppugnancy, and Riot of Colours, as wou’d to any judicious 
Eye appear absolutely intolerable.” Insofar as the objective of the “Tablature” is to re-
inforce anthropomorphic conceptions of virtue and propriety by pictorial means, al-
legorical painting merely reconfirms notions extrinsic to it. Thus, Shaftesbury’s 
opening definition of tablature underscores how a highly stylized ideal of verisimili-
tude, formal symmetry, and total visibility means to fend off any lingering meta-
physical dimensions that might reveal the visible image as an eikōn of the invisible: 
“In Painting we may give to any particular Work the Name of Tablature, when the 
Work is in reality ‘a Single Piece, comprehended in one View, and form’d according to 
one single Intelligence, Meaning, or Design; which constitutes a real Whole, by a 
mutual and necessary Relation of its Parts.”90 

 90. Shaftesbury 2001, 228, 217, 222, 229, 214.
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Th is is not the place to show how William Hogarth, arguably the sharpest critic 
of Shaft esbury’s neoclassical aesthetics, far from overturning his predecessor’s down-
ward transposition of the symbolic image into allegorical “Design,” actually rein-
forces and expands that paradigm with his brilliant visual satires of everyday urban 
life. Likewise (to stay within the parameters of English painting), it would be the 
subject of another discussion to show how Th omas Gainsborough’s landscapes con-
tinue to consolidate the Enlightenment’s image concept within a strictly immanent 
matrix. Suffi  ce it to say that, even as the Enlightenment’s depotentiation of image and 
intuition into pictures and percepts advances, a note of sadness begins to surface, as 
though realist painting were quietly mourning the very demise of vision that it itself 
had, perhaps inadvertently, brought about. We might think here of the peculiar con-
trast of spiritual desolation and unearned material confi dence displayed by upper-
class “propertied” subjects, such as Gainsborough’s Mr. and Mrs. Andrews (1750) (fi g. 
I.4). Th ree decades later, that tension erupts into the open as the late Gainsborough 
sheds unsparing light on the pervasive material and spiritual immiseration that is the 
price inevitably paid for an urban political economy and the material blandishments 

Figure I.3. Anthony Ashley Cooper, 3rd Earl of Shaft esbury, Th e Judgment of Hercules (design 
by Paolo de Matteis)
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accumulated by an emerging middle class.91 Between Hogarth’s midcentury social 
satires and Gainsborough’s wistful depictions of the nameless poor straggling at the 
margins of Britain’s “progressive” political economy, Enlightenment aesthetics bears 
out what in On Naïve and Sentimental Poetry (1795) Schiller analyzes as a “sentimen-
tal” cast pervading all modern art, alternately expressed in satiric or elegiac form. 
What, in perhaps overly generalizing ways, Adorno remarks about art as a whole fit-
tingly describes not only the trivialization of the image under the heading of the 
“Picturesque” but also the consequent, melancholic sense of loss arising from the 
confinement of the image within a matrix of pure immanence mapped out in ad-
vance by Enlightenment aesthetics: “Because meaning, whenever it is manifest in an 
artwork, remains bound up with semblance, all art is endowed with sadness; art 
grieves all the more, the more completely its successful unification suggests mean-
ing. . . . In the utopia of its form, art bends under the burdensome weight of the em-
pirical world from which, as art, it steps away.”92

 91. See Gainsborough’s various realizations of the “Cottage Door” motif from 1778, 1780, 
and 1786; on the increasing physical and spiritual destitution of Gainsborough’s late subjects, see 
John Barrell (1980, 35–88), who also notes how, by way of subtle scriptural allusion, Gainsborough 
intimates a relation between Christ’s sufferings and those of the rural poor in his own time. For an 
example, see The Harvest Wagon (1767), whose choreography of figures is widely seen as alluding 
to Rubens’s 1617 version of Christ’s Deposition from the Cross, and Barrell’s discussion of that 
connection (1980, 59–62); see also Pfau 1997, 17–82. 

 92. Adorno 1997, 105.

Figure I.4. Thomas Gainsborough, Mr. and Mrs. Andrews, 1750
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Another kind of subject excluded from this study concerns the moving image 
and, with a couple of exceptions, photography. As regards the latter, the reason for 
this nonengagement ultimately comes down to limits of both expertise and space in 
a book already quite long. That said, there is ample evidence to suggest that, like 
painting, photography is capable of transcending conceptions that would confine the 
image within a restrictive economy of perception, verisimilitude, and verification—
which is to say, a framework in which the visible picture may only duplicate mean-
ings already established by other, presumably discursive or syllogistic, means. In fact, 
photography’s distant kinship to the acheiropoietic (uncreated) image so vigorously 
defended by the Byzantine iconodules often seems palpably echoed by its modern 
practitioners (think of Dorothea Lange, W. Eugene Smith, André Kertész, Henri 
Cartier-Bresson, or Robert Doisneau) who so often insist on the image having found 
them, rather than vice versa, and who fundamentally understand their medium to 
reveal what Merleau-Ponty calls “the lived perspective, that which we actually per-
ceive.”93 Still, it would be the subject of another book, to be written by someone more 
knowledgeable on the subject, to show how the medium of photography might (or 
might not) support what is a central claim of the present book: namely, that our  
response to images tends to become more profound and acute if the formal and  
material organization of pictorial space—including the chromaticism and saturation 
of color, deviation from single viewpoint optical expectation, and a recalibration of 
proportions in accordance with how things are experienced rather than what is 
seen—is not circumscribed by perceptual conventions but, instead, invites eye and 
mind to respond to what is visibly given in a holistic and intuitive manner that com-
ports with the image’s total integration and continuity of shape, color, texture, and 
perspective. In what follows, then, my concern is with how our response to images 
may, under optimal conditions, enable us to pinpoint nonpropositional or, to use 
Husserl’s term of art, “pre-predicative” modes of cognition. That said, the claim here 
is not that image and vision constitute some mystical alternative to propositional 
knowledge. Rather, it is the image—whose experiential reality and hermeneutic po-
tential often far surpasses its material realization as a picture—that alone can medi- 
ate for us the reality that we may subsequently seek to render discursively explicit.94 
Where we hope to know we must already have seen, a point gradually embraced by 
Plato whose evolving conception of the image we shall now consider. 

 93. Merleau-Ponty 1993, 64; rather incongruously, Merleau-Ponty claims that this lived 
perspective, so richly achieved by Cézanne, is unattainable for the photographic image.

 94. Whether similar claims might be lodged for nonvisual kinds of sensory experience, in 
particular hearing/listening, is beyond the purview of this study and will not be addressed. The 
increasingly lively field of sound studies has much to say about it.
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